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Fight on Yellow Fever at
° New Orleans Favorable.
ORIGINAL INFECTED
DISTRICT IMPROVING
The Disease Appears in Natchez,
Miss., and Causes a Stampede
and Quarantining.
A REPORTED SPREAD
see
 ALONG THE MISSISSIPPI
New Orleans, Aug. 28.—In spite
of the midden change during the
night from hot to cool weather, the
early fever report today showed no
variation from the rule of last week,
the normal number of deaths and new
cases be ng repeirted. There werethree deaths during the night.
Surgeon White was not at his officetoday nor was any information given
as to his whereabouts. Dr. Whitedisappeared yesterday, telling no one
where be was going, His return is• however, expected late in the day.
The oyster fishing season opensa
 here on Friday. About aoti boatlicenses have been issued. One thous-
and six hundred more are expectedto be issued as the season progresses,the delay en application toeing direto the fever situation. ehltile CCM,-
niteetkazion will not be ripen with allthe oyster grouses, it is not antici-pated that local wants will go un-
suppked.
Favorable Conditions.New Orleans, August 28.—Thefifth week of the fight against yellowfever began today with a coatimtance
of favorable conditions and with rea-
son for hope that the crisis has past-
ed, the fact that there are only tog
cases under treatment and many ofthem oi the lightest character being
especially significant. In the thirty-
one cases in the preceding twenty-four hours, only five were Italians,
and there were only three case* re-ported from the originally infectedItalian quarter. The authorities havefelt that ...hen the sicknesi was prac-ticaliy stamped out of Ws district It
would be comparatively easy to con-trol it elsewhere, and there is encour-
agement there, for in the Sunday re-port the fatalities continuing largelyin the foreign element.
Surgean Casteras went to Patter-
son today and Surgeon Corput start-
ed on a tour of the surrounding
country The Marine hospital servicehas now a men in touch with everyinfected point outside of New Or-leans, Surgeon Von F:Tiforf having
started for Leaville, from which theinformation continues to be vague,owing to itsisolition.
41111••••
Against Natekes.
Today's reports bring advices ofgeneral quarantine against Natchez,
all the Mississippi towns cutting off
communication with that city whichis not difficult, in view of tiie fact tinselit is not en a main line at railroads:
wheat. A: .tia Ihp -snotsite el& of the riVet, 'Ras etfspendedferry communication. Many Natcheapeople are anxious to leave, but theyhave no means of getting out oftcren.
"'roe Paso* Siaroagh which theSoehliern 'Judaic runs,- 4cas a fret&frfehe and has cut off all passengercommunication with the rest of theMate. The railroad is disposed to
obey the regulation, assuming thatei a; Iberia viell suffer irb0S4, an earlyabrogation of it Kill lee,
 asked.
'Alexander is thee of (ever and ad-vice" from there evisr.all signs indi-scate an early frost. The leaves havebeen falling for several /lays and wildgeese have been passing-ever the city,bound south.
Reports of iciw temperature-vim.frettwvaliaSus SiOnts in- <fee *nut :ed-ern section of the state. The weather
'here was unseasonably eon/ fffis
-morning.
While there has been no eicknessat Jackson 
g the Unite4 S 
barrack
 
tate, Friuli Ind Levi
,s 1.4 . rnes of„4 4
ri
E. PA. 'private <-4 the test class ofthe hoep tel 'corps, ordered hers to k
stationed at the barracks. PrivateFolk is eine of the •nsen who were
used in the experiments of the Reeldcommission in Cuba and is regarded
as one of the best yellow fever nur-
ses in the government service.
a, . ore
Corrects ifte' Preis.
President Kohnke. of the htyboard of leeniehesenallerereenerketed titestatoment altrilehteel toularn theprfel. 'that 07014 "- 14*
crush out the fever -before frost.
Kolutke said what he had said wasthat the last case might not be reach-ed before frost, because of conceal-ment or other similar reason, butthat the fever is already controlledaid the date of the last case were notof as great 'importance as the win-ning of the fight for control. Dr.Kohnke said that the great damage ofyellow fever to New Orleans wasnot so much its death rate, for itlead been hawn this year that itwas not the deadly disease of ancienttimes, but to the city's commerce, re-
euking from the panic of outside
communit les.
Appears at Natches.New Orleans, La., Aug. 28.--Yellowfever in a remarkable stage of de-
velopment has appeared in historic
old Natchez, Miss., and the citizens
are panic-stricken. Twelve cases
were reported during Sunday-- andfive others are under suirveillance. Itit expected the list will be muchgreater Prompt measures have beentaken to control the spread of theplague, but the people of the city arethoroughly frightened. One of the
victims is less Easenstein, a society
*tie+
The disease is slowly but surely
epreadng northward along the Mis-
sissippi river and is derelopeig rapid-ly at many points in the state of
Mississippi. At Gulfport three new
cases were added to the list today.
WAS DROWNED
YET DEATH WHILE TRYING
TO SAVE A FRIEND'S
LIFE.
Fate of Wm. T. Threadgill at SilIVC-port, La., Suaday--Formerly
Lived Here.
The nee s of the death of WilliamThreadgill, who formerly made hishome in Paducah, was received yes-terday through a telegram from Me.Charles Morris, formerly a young
railroader of Paducah. Mr. Geo. H.Goodman, by whom Threadgell was
employed as stock man in his branchhouse at Shreveport, La., received the
message.
,Mr. Thseadgilt's death was due todrowning while attempting to save AWend who was also lost while swim-
ming.
It is with deep regret that the new.,
of Mr. Threadgelle's death is learned,
as he was very popular. lie former-ly lived in Jackson, Tenn., where he
married and had resided in Paducahfor several years before locating inShreveport., and befere aseocntinghimself with the Goodman house inthis city was in the employ of the
American express company and the
Armour packing company. While in
Paducah Mr. Threadgill and wifehoarded with Me. I. N. Anderson on
South Fourth street. Ha is eurvigedhy a wife and a child who were
visiting in Jackson, Tenn. at the time
of his death.
The deceased was a esenPber of thelocal order of the W. 0. W., an atten-
tive bueines, man, esteemed andgenial and about 34 years of age. The
remei n s were buried at Jackson,
Tenn.
, Mr. H. K. Motels of.
 • the Good-
man wholesale Whiskey house of the
city will leave today for Shreveport
to take the peace of the deceased an
the branch store there
ADJUSTING THE LOSS."
This Week Will See Settlement of
the WorehoLlat Fire.
A settlement by the insurance cornpanics of the losies by the warehouseIre a last week will be ovmpleatedtomorrow, it is thought. The ei,,ti,reinsurance is,,aboirt esteem, while the'lose is isticht heavier. I The insurance
adjusters have been at work for sev-
eral days and as soots as they com-plete their week and a settlemenii of
the keette oleek the work of savingthe`hatrege tritrIcce will begin. It
can not be estimated at present how
much can be realised from the salv-
age. All of he debris is !wiper clean-
ed up and hauled away rapidly. Alarge force of hands and teams isbeing old in.thie wort .
—Mrs. John Burradell, of Shtiele
Fourth street, is dangerously ill. roe
a while yesterday Morning it via?
kared Cleat she could not Survive
'tong. Site is a sister-in-law of Coati-
morrArealth's Atorney John G. Lovett
and is an excellent cheiitien woman.
l'hieg Hammond,lf
 deputy 'town mar
shal of New Castle... Ky., shot andis finial kit At iteihredefAlLttro sin'-
j.
w'r "NOOK-
 tetit-i,„„ avoid isbarge.
ARMIES STRONGER'TALKINC IT OVER
They Face Each Other
Ready to Do Battle.
IF THERE IS NOT PEACE
BLOOD VALL FLOW
•
Relative Position of the Two Armies
Comparable to That of Year
Ago.
NOW BELIEVED THE
PAINY SEASON IS OVER
Gushu Past, Mlanchuria, Aug. 28.—Intelligence of the constitutionalgrants by the government has beenreceived by the army and general in-formation relating to Portsmouth af-fairs contenu,e to reach here fromthree to ten days late.
Since the. `Japanese reconnoiteredthe Russian center about twenty-fiveor thirty miles on August To. which
resulted in retaliatory skirmishes as
well as the checkmating of a widemovement of considerable bodies oftroops throughout three days, noth-ing important has occurred. Duringthe long quiet there have been re-inforcements to both sides, givingthe theater of war a much changed
nce. The front 
-had been
extended, made possible bythe *se of the voreless telegraph andbeehnie of the unexampled size of
the armies, the character of the third
hint 
mai the war, whether it be active
or demobilization, will be
compthated.
Position of the Two Armies.The relative positions of the two
armies is comparable to that of ayear ago, and the country immed-iately facing the Japanese is almostidentical with that which confront-
ed them at Liao Yang. The acquisi-
tion of the railway and rivers by the
Japanese at Mukden, together with
their Feng Wang Cheng communi-
cations and Gen. Kawamura', newline of communication and defense,
running from the head of navigation
on the Yalu river across the Kaiyuan,
with the occupation of the Chang-
paishan Mountain regon, makes con-
trol of the administration of south
Manchuria as complete as that ac-
complished in the north by similar
organization and in the rapid con-
ecilidation of these connections thedestiny of Manchuria is clearly fixed:
regardless of other influences.
The Associated Press correspond-
ent recently trinversed 200 miles over
the old imper al hunting preserve on
the east flank, which was opened to
settlement several years ago. Heavy
crops of oil beans, millet, maize, in-
digo and hemp are under cultivation
there now. This comprises a region
extenively scouted by the Japanese,
who appear bold and active pending
the negotiations. The people com-
plain of horse thieves and robbers.
After an enerrnous rainfall during
the past ten days, it is believed the
rainy season is closed.
THIRD REGIMENT
EVIDENCE OF EXPERTNESS
IN DRILLING WITNESSED
BY MANY.
Gov. Beckham's Stay in Camp Con-
cluded and Soon the Encamp-
ment Ends.
Gov. Beckham yesterday afternoon
reviewed the Third reoiment in theirdress parade. He was accompaniedby his staff and the officers of the
regiment. There was present alarge number of spectators who greatly enjoyed the fine work of "ourboys." The Third showed up to thebest of advanrtige and the drill wasinose admirable. It was pleio to all
who have attended all the dress drills
as to what regiment is entitled to thehonors. The Third unquestionablySands ahead of any other re,giment
of the state guards.
This review of the guards conclud-
ed the stay of - Gov. Beckham itv
amp. He expected to leave last
nig/kilter the capital and if he did not
sltilf do so today. fie declared hed his stay in the camp veryOte4h and those who were often withhim are satisfied that he did.
When the Third has concluded itsstay at the camp, which will be in afesv days, the encampment will conicto an end. 'The break up. will cause
much regree arming nith a few who
ve found much !social pleasure inthe camp and mingling among the attaches.
Important Conference Tak-
ing Place In Tokio.
CABINET OFFICE AND
ELDER STATzeileteho
President Roosevelt Seems to Have
Been Authorized to Present
Japan's Last Proposition,
•TOKIO IS BEGINING TO
THINK PEACE IS HoihELESS.
Tokio, japan, Aug. 28.—A specialsummoned conference of the cabinetofficers and older statesmen beganearly this morning and was in sessionlate tonight. The delegation was un-der the presidency of the emperor.There is but one idea as to the re-sult of the conference, viz, that itwill settle the peace controversy one
way or the other. The capital islittle concerned and therefore quiet.No manifestations have resulted fromthe outwardly critical situation.
Japan Authorised Proposition.Portsmouth, Aug. 28.—The A6-sociated Press has definite kncnvicaltethat several days ago PresidentRoosevelt was authorized on behalfof Japan to waive all claim for all-&Trinity or reimbursement for the
cost of the war and to cede back toRussia the north half of Sakhalin Is-land, leaving the "redemption" pieceof the. same to arbitration of a mix-
ed conemseion. This statement wastransmitted to the Russian emperorthrouolt the American ambassador atSt. Petersburg. An Associated Presstekgrain announced that the czar's
retie),
 . was "partially responsive."There is reason to believe that thispropositon on behalf of Japan was
not clearly understood at Peterhof,but was supposed to be a revival ofthe efrit of Japan to secure an in-denini under the guise of purchase
moneeefor the fraction of Sakhalin.
Clearing up Situation.
It,is believed the conference which
was held last evening between
MeS911. Witte and Takalira was for
the pip-pose of clearing up the situa-tion, end it is not now improbablethat following the precedent of its
alley, Great Britain, Japan agree
to settle the whole question of the
redemption price of Sakhalin as the
Dogger Bank troubles were adjusted.
The Japanese contention is thatSaliba:1 Island is de facto Japanese
territory and that Russ a has no
means at her command for its present
recovery. It is undieretooet that Me.
Witte has accetped this view in prin-
ciple, and expressed the judgment
that Russia should pay something in
the nature of redemption money. Itis believed that the Tokio council,
which met is in session this morning,
is cOnseekring the phase of the ques-
tion.
It is not true that the adjournment
whiele was agreed to last night until
Tuesday afternoon was made at the
suggestion of President Roosevelt.
There ie reason for believing that he
knew nothing whatever of it, test
that the adjournment was by mutual
agreement between Messrs. Witte and
Takahria.
It ie now learned that the con-
ference between Messrs. Witte and
Takahira last evening did not bear
upon the question of the cession of
Sakhalin or the question of indem-
nity.
Regarded as /Hopeless.
Tokio, August 28.--The public -here
remains uninformed regard rig the
latest developments at Portsmouth,
but seems convinced that peace is
hopeless. The mnrieet reflected thie
sentereent After the opening today
prices sharply declined. Shares of
the exchange itself declined 2o yen,
the heaviest fall on the list. A fail-
ure of the peace negotiations was
generally regretted, but the press and
all other expressions indicate wide-
spread preference for a continuance
of the war, rather than the acceptance
of unsatisfactory te.imis. Underlying
this popular attitude is deep-rooted
confidence that Field Marshal Oyairea
will defeat Gen. Linevitch and take
Herbin, and that the Japs will com-
pletely overrun the coast provinces,
pitosetly greatly lowering the cost of
the operations after the main Rus-
sian army has heen defeated and con-
tinais the war for an extended period.
Hard on President.
St. Petersburg, Aug. 2R.----The Sviet
today says: The Japanese condi-
tions for peace would only be accept-
ed if a Japanese fleet was threatening I ADopT
 oRDINANcESt. Petersburg and a Japanese army
was occupying Moscow.,
 Russia will
not how to the Japanese ydke to ful-fill President Roosevelt's desire toguarantee the American creditors ofJapan, and to cover himself withglory as a peace-maker. Japan need-ing peace, seeks it through the in-termediary of her friend, PresidentRooeevelt, and makes exorbitant de-
mands while the president is strivingindirectly to exact the consent of Rtis-
sii. After long and fruitless nego-tiations it would seem that we-ate
on the eve of what Russia has longdesired—a great battle between Gen.Linevitch and Field Marshal Oyama."
Waits in Grim Dterminaition
Tokio, Aug. 28.—Japan waits calm-
ly in grim determination to fight out
-the war to a successful issue in the
event of failure of the peace nego-
tiations. At the same time, peace
would cause a general feeling of deep
relief.
The latest returns show that Japan
holds over eo,000 Russian prisoners,
while Russia has of Japanese prison-
ers about 0000.
BOARD OF HEALTH
CERTIFICATE ISSUING QUES-
TION ADJUSTED AT MEET-
ING YESTERDAY.
Ihs. Graves and Rivers Given Ex-
clusive Right to Sign—Other
Matters Considered.
The city board of health met yes-terday morning to hear the report ofMayor Yeiser and Dr. Sights relativeto their visit to Memphis On Satur-day. The r e pert of these gentlemen
confirmed the statement in Sunday'sRegieter relative to the result of the
visit in question.
In accordance with the statements
of Meseta.. Yeiser and Sights as totheir agreement with the Tennesseehealth authorities it was decided theethe health officer, here—Dr. Gravesfor the city, and Dr. Horace Riversfor the state—hold office hours atthe city ..hall and issue ceettificates to
which affidavits could be taken byMies Edrington, the city eteriograph-
er and notary public. These hours
were fixed at from 7 to 11 a. m. andI to 5 p. m.
It was further ordered that no cer-tificates would be lamed except atthe hall and during the hours named
and that all applicants must appear
at the hall to secure a certificate. It
was also ordered that all unknownparties must bring known persons' toidentify them and also that a record
or hist of all such persone, should bekept for future reference if necessary.On motion of Dr. Brooks it wasdecided that any one issuing a health
certificate without authority of theboard should be porsecuted and the
council was requested to enact a law
which should provide for punishmentfor such an offense.
Dr. Graves was instructed tio con-tinue his work of improving the san-itary condition of the city and -to uselime freely and also pour oil on stag-
nant pools to kill the mosquitoes. o
Dr. Jim Sleet!) reported the workbeing done by the scavenger wagons
and the interference experkoced in
some quarters. He was told to con-
tinue the work and to resort to forceif he iound it iiccessary and turn to
..1•P r- :lilt, for justification and to
those who interfered.
There was some discussion of theproposition to quarantine the city,the nutter being again presented by
Mayor Yeiser, but no action was tak-
en by the board.
In accordance with their ineetruc-
tion', from the board Drs. Rivers andC -aves yesterday opeoed an offioe in
the_ city hall and began to issuehealth certificates to applicants. The
requirements of the board was quick
ty ionised around and the gentlemen
were kept busy all day supplying the
wants of tete people in the way of
certificates. As entirely new certifi-
carce are required marry traveling
men who work out of the city had tohs supplied. No one was found who
made the leitet objection to attaching
an affidavit to the certificate showing
the honesty of all in their applica-
tions.
The new certificates require the ap-plicants to give narne, residence, age
occupation and time' of residence or
time of sojourn in the city aridtime
which has intervened between visitto any fever infected district, etc. Itis a certificate that should satisfy the
most captious, but it wilt not admit
any one either to Cairo or Memphis
without a permit Is secured fromthese places to enter the respectiveplaces, but it will make it very easy
no doubt for the holder of the certifi-cate to secure the peemeti and to
make the permit good- when present.
ed.
The work now being done by the
Which Auth.ofizes Quaran-
tining By joint Council.
ACT NOW GOES TO
THE ALDERMiN'S BOARDi
Bills Also Passed to Grant Nee*Franchises to the Street Rail-
way, Etc.
ANOTHER MEETING,
 OF
COUNCIL OCCURS TONIGHT
"For the purpose of giving secondpassage to an ordinance permittingthe general council to establish amsaramdne at lany time they mayelect to do so and alto to considerand pass ordinances ordering sale ofstreet car franchise and electric lightpower franchise, and etc., on reportfrom the board of health."
In compliance to the above callof the mayor the council met lastnight and gave second seaserage to anordinance granting the general coun-en power to declare a quarantine andto fix the number ana salary of theinspectors to be employed in enforc-ing the quarantine. 
' , 4'Before thie ordinance becomes 1Law it requires two read ngs beforethe board of aldermen and for thefirst reading a special session will becalled Wednesday night. As towhether they will ratify the council'saction is not known and it is rumoredthat it 'will not have such smooth
sailing before; the board. All of themembers of the council present votedin favor of the ordinance. Mr. Mc-Carty was the only absent member. .Mayor Yeiser in his address to thecouncil favoring the adoption of the
ordinance denounced the state boardof health for their attitude towardsPaducah in announcing that they
would raise any quarantine Pgducahmight make. He said that if four
r
aw living in other parts of thestate are to dictate • our laws and
say what we should do in the prem-ises, that we should hurl defiance at
'
them and the result be tested in thecourts if necessary. He thought thatthe state board clearly showed by itsaction that it was not in sympathy
with west Kentucky.
Talics in behalf of the ordinance
were made by Mr. Sot Dryfuss andMr. Ben Weille of the citizens corn-
mince appointed Friday night. They
related many reasons vetw the whole-
sale trade was being demoralized bythe failure of the establishment of aquarantine.
iBy a vote of to tcr. A the council
ratified the action of' the board ofheajth in assuming the expense of
cleaning up the city,
An ordinance was given first read-ing for the granting of a street carfranchise and another one for the
sale of a franchisndor furnishing and
selling electric tight and power. Onthe latter ordinance a ce-use was ad-ded to subject the franchise to
amendment at any thaw. The expira-tion of the franchise reads 1924.
These ordinances were prepared atthe instance of Stone & Webster, the
new purchasers of the Paducab street
railway system and electric lighting
and steam heating and gas and powerplants, they wanting two separatefranchises. 
.
Meyor Yeiser notified the council
at the adjournment that there, wouldbe a called session tonight to give the
two franch/,e ordinances their sec-
ond reading. 
.
Given His Instructions.
iMr. B. F. Phelps who was recent-ly selected as a delegate to the grand
lodge of Railway Carmen of Amer-ica and Canada, which convenes in
Buffalo, N. Y., Septen-vber 12, was
last night at a meeting of the localbody given his final instructions as to
what !Treasures he should use his ef-
fort and influence towards adopting.
Mr. W. M. Clark, the foundryman
of Central City, and his son Willie.
cttme down Sundayeets'itisit relatives.
The son will remain for several days.
board of health officers should and nodoubt will do much toward settling
all the talk about Paducah certifi-
cates and put an end to the efforts of
many in the city to cast reflection
upon the city because of the idle talk
about the certificateo which hadbeen issued heretofore. The fact thatthe certificates are going to eiftecurethe people of the city right of wayto all points, barring the tveo named,
should also put ai stop to talk of the
need of quarantining the Own when
there is nothing to quarantine
against
•
••••
MIPS WANT TIME
Intimation of New Proposal
Probable.
DELAY CREDITED TO DEF-
ERENCE TO ROOSEVELT.
Russians Still Firm, However, in Ad-
herence to Position Have
Steadily Taken.
POSTPONEMENT MADE
UNTIL THIS AFTERNOON.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. A.—Min-
ister Takahira, one of the Japanese
*envoys knocked all the Russian plans
into a cocked hat at 8:30 o'clock last
night by walking across to the Rus-
sian quarter in the hotel and blandly
requesting of Witte a postponement
of the conference schedule for 3
o'clock this afternoon until Tuesday
afternoon.
Mr. Takahira was with M. Witte
for thirty minutes. When. he came
out Mr. Takahira said: "I went to M.
Witte and proposed that the confer-
ence meet Tuesday instead of tomor-
row. He consentled. This action was
taken because we thought that, is we
had been brought here to discuss
terms of peace through the efforts of
the president of the United Stiatee it
would be well to go slowly and cau-
tiously before a final adjournment.
Whether Japan will have any new
proposals to make when we meet on
Tuesday I am not prepared to say."
Qualifies His Statement.
The minister paused for a moment
and then added the word "yet" to
that sentence. He continued: "I can
say however, that our reasons for
asking for a postponement was en-
tirely apart from the question of
whether there will be any new pro-
siosals."
Pressed on this point Mr. Takahira
refused to go any farther. He was
asked: "Have you heard that Russia
is willing to pay too,000,000 rubles
for the maintenance of the prisoners.
ef war?"
"I have not heard of such a propo-
s:tion," the minister replies!. He then
continued: "We are working certain
ideas. We have been consistent. If
there has been any change of public
sentiment we believe it is only tem-
porary, something shifting from day
to day and based on mere rumor. We
have thought it better to say nothing
because the more intelligent class of
the American people underetand
when all is over, that Otir ideas were
right and lint we adhered to them."
View of the Ftusaians.
M. Witte's, version of the call which
east the peace conference colony to
running around in circles was made
formally a few minutes after Mr. Ta-
kahira left. M. Witte said: "Mr. Ta-
kahira called on me and asked for a
delay for a day of the conference set
for tomorrow. Tie told me that be-
cause of the differences in timt of
fourteen hours between Portamouth
and Tokio the last answer of the Jos
anefre envoys from the emperor had
not been received. He asked me in
case that an answer is not received
before the floor set for the confer-
Write tomorrow if I would consent to
a postponement and I agreed. The
conference will be held on Tuesday."
"Will Rtrt,ift have any new propos-
als?" M. Witte wall asked.
"None," he replied, shaking his
head emphatically.
Ever since the conference adjourn-
on Saturday and especially today
the Russian, have been protesting
tihat the meeting set fro Monday
'would be the last. Their trunks are
pr eked. They are ready tin go. M.
Witte has decided to visit Nis gars
falls and had partly made his arrange
vnents. Then, when Mr. Takahira
dropped this bombshell -among them,
they stood around in bade groups and
discussed the meaning of the step
Taken by the Japanese. M. Witte
called Plancon and Pokotiloff and
Martens into conference.
Look for New Proposals.
The Russian view of the Japanese
action is ithat President Roosevelt
has persuaded the Japanese to make
some new proposal. They hold it as
certain that the Japanese will have a
mew condition ter presend Tuesday.
?They say if it contains an indemnity
feature it will be rejected.
M. Witte has had information for
two days that the presidents has been
urgent in his meinages to Tokio and
to the envoys here. In fact, MI Witte
said last night that he understiood the
president had practically ceased, at
least it seemed so to him, working
on the Russians and was devoting ef-
Sorts to the Japaneee.
There is no expectation here that
the Japanere will relinquish the in-
demnity claim in its entirety, nor is
there any expectation that the RL16-
8i3n1 will pay an indemnity. The
existponement does not clear the situ-
ations
No Change in Situation.
Indeed, it gives the confereac* a
chance to drag along for shother
week, for if the Japanese make a
new proposal the Rureittos must take
time to anewei
M. Kinrestorits, the Ressian spokes
man, said that he saw no change in
the situation. "It makes no diSellente
1••••
whether Japan postpones the confer-
ence for a day or a week," he said.
"The next meeting will be the last
one if Japan insists on an indemnity.
There is nothing else possible. Russ
sia will not pay Japan an indemnity.
That is final."
The request for delay came from
the president through Baron Kaneko.
It was learned that the president is
still hopeful of getting the envoys to-
gether. Although it is positively
known the eneoys met in secret' Sat-
urday, excluding their secretaries, and
the further fact that Takahira was
with Witte for half an hour last night
lends strength to the hope that the
chance for peace is. brightening.
The Jew in America Vs. the Jew in
Russia.
(Clinton Gazette.)
It is not an easy matter for this
free, happy and enlightened' people
to comprehend what it means to be a
Jew in Russia. Here a man, be he
Jew or Gentile, is a man for a' that,
and the. best evidence of the equal
footing upon which all stand under
the Stars and Stripes is the fact that
the Jews have been able here to
maintain their national entity to that
extent that, in any surrounding, you
may recognize them. Not that they
are dissociated or isolated from the
other people of this cosmoplitan
land, but no effort has been made to
efface their national traits and no in-
terference thought of in their relig-
ious faith and customs.
While these things are true here it
has been be different in other coura
tries and especially so in Russia,
where the czar, though ecupling not
to accept the services ,of his Jewish
subjects as soldiers, has given but
small evidence that he regards them
as entitled to, share in any of the
blessings of citizenship.
If Mr. Witte, the Russian pleni-
potentiary now attending the peace
conference at Portsmouth, is the
broad kind of a Matt he is pictured
as being, and if while here he will
oke the trouble to observe the stand-
Pig, commercially, socially and other-
wise, of our Jewish population, he
should be able to unfold a tale of vi-
tal import to the czar as well as to
the Jews in Russia. If he fade to
observe and be impressed by these
things he is too near-sighted or too
bigoted for the responsible office he
is occupying. We incline to think
that he will be impressed with the
character of such prominent Jewish
citizens in this country as Isaac Sea
igmnn, Jacob Schiff, Oscar Straus and
other leaders of finance, thought and
patriotism with whom he must come
ir ccrstact during these peace nego-
tiations. If the war with Japan shall
result in better conditions VT the
perescuted Jews of Russia, the sac-
rifice of life and property during that
war will not be incommeneurate to
the good accruing. The succor of
these oppressed people, who have
submitted to such gross outrages at
the hands of the czar's minions, who
have seen their wives and children
murdered and their homes despoiled
because of their ateadfastneris to their
religious faith; the succor, we say, of
these people could not be dear at any
cost its blood and money. May these
truths reach home to those who have
it in their power to make the Jews of
P.usSia as happy as the Jews of
America.
FLOUR TRADE IN
BAD CONDITION.
Completely Paralyzed as Result of
Chinese Boycott.
Seattle, Wash., Aug A —Advices
received by a large milling company
of this city from it; agent in Hong
Kong state thae the Chinese boycott
of American goods has completely
paralyzed the flour trade between
Pacific toast ports and Chita. No
sales have been made since July 15
and all OtarTS for September have
been canceled.
.The company's agent writes that
the breadmakere in she bake shops of
Canton and Hong Kong refuse to
handle American flour, and the small
er dealers dart not purchase it for
this reason. The trade with the
Straits settlements and Indo-China
is also threatened by reason of the
fact that the flour mipply for these
countries is controlled by Chinese
merchants.
Ptomaines a Hot Weather Danger.
(Ne wYor4i Tribune.)
Pberainee are poisonous prcxlucts
formed in fash, meat, milk anti other
-airevies of food by a process of de-
er-imposition that leaves !Rae other
trate of its action. Bactria probably
promote their format:ion, but on that
point there remains soiree doubt.
The taint develop, in con-sequence of
a failure to cook the food properly.
At this season of the year the duty
of promptly reducing the temperature
of milk at the dairy farm from which
it is derived is often slighted and a;
a result the fluid may come to market
in what is a dangeroue condition.
Consumer* buy it without suspicion,
and when sickness is caused by its
use at is usually too late Gs trace the
original source and consequently im-
possible to fix the responsibility.
Getting Out at Difficulty.
Shea-Which would you rather }nee,
Jack—line Or my money?
iHe—You, 'sweetheart.
She—Oh, Jac k I
He—But I would. Because, don't
you see, dearest, if I lost you I would
hare the money to offer large re-
line& for your recovery and get you
back again.
She-0es! Jack!
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Great Luminary to "Hide inches in diameter. One of these in-
struments will go to Labrador to be
Out" Wednesday. used by Dr. Heber D. Curtis, the
'TWILL BE SIGHT FEW
HAVE EVER WITNESSED
Eclipse Will Occur Early on The
Morning of the 30th, Begining
About 6 o'clock.
ASTRONOMERS PREPARING
FOR THE GREAT SIGHT
New York, Aug. 28.--Wednesday
hundreds of astronomers of different
nationalities, according to S. A.
Mitchell, M. A., Ph. Ds astronomer
of the United States eclipse expedi-
tion, will be stationed along a narrow
dark strip 'running from Mtanitoba,
=rose Cranada and Labrador, the
Atlantic ocean, Spain and Africa, af-
ter months of preparation and the
expenditure of thousands of dollars
to avail themselves of a few mo-
ments observation of a total eclipse
of the sun.
"By observation and mathematical
deduction," says Astronomer Mitch-
ell, "astronomers have calculated just
where the eclipse of August 3o will
be visible and just at what time, to
the nearest fraction of a second, the
striking features will appear at any
one place, and it may also be added
that they have already worked out
with nearly equal precision just when
and where the eclipse of the year
2012 will be seen."
Can See Eclipse at Home.
It will not be necessary to go away
from home merely to see the eclipse.
The wouldhe observers will only have
to get out of bed earlier than they
are in the habit of doing.
"The sun rises on Wednesday next
for New York city at 5:24 in the
morning," explained M. Mitchell.
"About half an hour later or, to be
,rniore exact, at 5:52, the moon
touches the edge of the sun and 'first
contact,' as astronomers call -it, takes
place. The black shadow of the
moon creeps slowly over the face of
the great huninary until 6:46 a. in.,
when a trifle more than two-thirds
of its diameter will be covered. We
will then he getting considerably less
than half the usual simply of light
from the sun, a condition which
makes itself manifest in the altered
appearanc of the streets and land-
scape.
How to See Eclipse.
"To look at the sun iself one
should be provided with smoked or
colored glass, or a photographic plate
developed until quite black. If the
echpse were to be total in New .York
City the last third would be much
more interesting to watch than the
previous portions, but this time the
moon glides by the son without
covering it up completely, and at
7:36 the shadow passes entirely off
and the eclipse is over.
"The problems of interest all cen-
ter around the time of totality—
those precious few ninutee that oc-
cur at such rare interrals—when the
sun is entirely lost sight of. How
dependent the observations are on the
fickle weather! If it should be rain-
ing, or the sky entirely overcast, or
even a stray cloud should hide the
sun for the important five minutes,
the form of the astronomer, with all
its months of preparation, would
come to naught.
First View in Canada.
"On Wednesday, the 3otts, the to-
tal eclipse begins at sunrise in
Manitoba, in Canada. The moon's
ehadlow path travels eastward over
the earth at cannon-ball velocity, or
over tow miles an hour, anti after
crossing Manitoba, James `bay and
Labrador leaves South America and
crosses the Atlantic. Fiest contact
takes place in Spain about noon, and
a tittle over an hour later the sun
is entirely covered up and the total
phase begins.
"After leaving Spain the shadow
traverses the Mediterranean, than
enters the continent of Africa, ernes-
es the Red sea and !eaves the earth's
surface at sunset in—Arabia, on the
coast of the Indian ocean. The
narrow path, 120 mile, in width, will
be thickly studied with telescopes,
scientists being scattered there from
all over the world--from the United
States, from England, from France,
Germany, Italy, Spain, Holland, Rus-
sia and Japan. The chief parties in
Spain, those which have the most
comprhensive programmes will be
from the United, States naval observa-
tory, from the Lick observatory of
California and fom the Royal astro-
nomical and Royal socitiee of Eng-
land."
Programs For Investigation.
The main prohleine for investiga-
tion, says Astronomer Mitchell, can
be divided as follows:
1. The corona—what is it?
2. The sun's atmosphere-awhat are
condition, of the gage* which com-
pose it andhow high do they extend
above the surface of the suet?
Bat to be able to study this detail
cbosely it is necessary to Dave a
second will be in Spain to be used
by Professor C. D. Perrine and the
third will go to Egypt, up the Nile
with Professor W. J. Hussey.
These three telescopes will be
antounted in such a way that they wilt
point directly toward the sun when
it is eclipsed. Since the sun is con-
tinually moving it is necessary to
have the photographic plate mioved
by 'clock work to keep up with the
motion of the sun.
Astronomers From America.
The astronomers representing the
United Staten government sailed
about the beginning of July in the
United States ships Minneapolis,
Caesar and 'Dixie. The expedition
is under the direction of Rear Ad-
miral Cosby M. Chester, superin-
tendent of the naval observatory.
At the central line in Spain will
be Professor W. S. Eichelberger of
the naval observatory, Dr. S. A.
Witched of Columbia university and
Professor F. H. Bigelow of the
United States weather bureau, and
in Spain at the edge of the moon's
shadow path will be G. H. Peters and
G. A. Hill, both of the naval obser-
vatory, while in northern Africa will
be found L. E. Jewell of the Johns
Hopkins university, Professor N. E.
Gilbert of Dartmouth college and W.
F. Diowiddile of the naval observa-
tory.
YOUNG GIRL REGIS-
TERS AS A MAN
Young and Pretty, She Was detected
By Observant Bartender.
Nashville, Tenn., Aug. 28.—Stella
Newton, aged 17, and very pretty, was
arrested this morning at the Arling-
ton hotel, where she had been stop-
ping for two days ander the name of
Kenneth Malcolm. Her dentity *as
disclosed by a bartender at a local
saloon, where she went last night
and called for a drink of whisky.
Later she returned and c-aHed for a
half pint of the liquor. The barten-
der suspected something wrong and
refused.
When arrested Miss Newton said
she came here from Memphis and she
had a health certificate from that
city. Previous to going to Memphis
she said she had been in Greenville,
Miss., but her home, she chimed, was
in Lou svilie. The girl chits that
she has no relatives and kinspeo-
ple and that her reason for dressng
in male attire was that she thought
she could make her way easier n
the world.
After her arrest her suit case was
examined and no female clothing was
found. She said that she had lived
with her guardian and his wife in
Louisville; that her guardian was
cruel to her and she finally decided
to adopt men's clothing and left
home. She was turned over to the
secretary of the united eharties.
Temperate Men in Demand.
(Baltimore American.)
The work of today demands men of
clear brains for its performance. It
matters not whether that work be in
the office, the counting-room, the leg-
islative hall, the store, the shop, the
fiekl or the mine. The worker who
eat+ morning brings to his task a
!strong mind and a steady nerve will
always find hist service, in demand,
while the one who allows himself to
become the victim of an unbridled ap-
petite will soon discover that his
place has been filled by one who can
do the work better than he. While
it ie undoebtedly true that excesses
-n the use of liquor are not as com-
mon today as they were a qttarter or
a half century ago, there is still veld
room for kreprovernent, and every ef-
fort in that direction deserves tire
encouragement of all who seek the el-
evation and betterment of their fel-
low men."
Earnings of Paris Dressmakers.
The pawn is a French song bird,
and the petite; couturieres of Paris
are universally called nrimis pinenes
(little song birds) because of the
.habit they have of always ringing at
their work.
!Crowded, hundreds of them, in ill-
lighted, badly-ventilated great atelier;
during the *miry season, they Mitch
and sing from 7 o'clock in the morn-
ing until long after midnight, and
they earn—the vast majority of them
—so cents a day.
With this amount they roust not
only beard, lodge and clothe them-
selves, but they most also make pro-
visions for the morfe etison--four
months. front the middle of June till
the inideNe of September--ewhen, the
Kay worid of Par's being a la cam-
pagne, no orders for work are given,
workshops are closed, and the mimis
pinions earn not one sou.—Harper'*
Bazaar.
Six companies of the Third Tennis
see regiment have been ordered to
Tracy City, where stniking anion min
era are threatening trouble. Gioise
Cix visited Tracy City Sunday and
deliveted two addressee, telling the
miners that order must be preserved.
The feature nfl the Alabama iron
market during the past week was a
heavy ineftelle 40 the demand for cast
iron pipes. . .i..15itt..A it;
Buy or Sell Real Estate Or
Insure Your Property?
CONSULT THIS COMPANY. NO REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION
OF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE HANDLED
IN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT; EX-
PERT INFORMATION AND PROMPT SERVICE. EITHER CALL,
TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE ,
S. T. RAN DLE, Manager
MECHANICS' AND FARMERS' SAVINGS BANK—REAL ESTATE
DEPARTMENT.
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert workman? If you do take
It to
John j. Skid), jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
 AP
•
5,
•1
E. COULSON,
PLUMBING..
Steam and Hot Water Keating.
Moe 133. 52g Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO'
Of PadurAh, Kentucky,
Capittil and Surplus $1158,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRIM
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking basinent.. Solicits your deposits. Pays 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in firs
proof 'stilt for rent at $3 to lite per year ssto SWIL You carry your own
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
managememt for guests at the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best acconunodations at reasonable:rates
Price Bros. & CO.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky..
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; doss not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : • :
.10116 S. Porteous Marble, Grade & Stole Works
SOLE AGENT, gen TRIM ELK ST., PADUCAH, KY.
Paducah Transfer Company
(laseeporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
e 
—JO
Abram L. Well & CO
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726,
L. L BEBouT ---46, 11111
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Oats 306 ariarbyip. Mimic O. 36S-41tnifteaki6'4
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HUSBANDS UNITE
VICTIMS OF ONE WOMAN TO
PROSECUTE HER FOR
BIGAMY.
Not for Vengeance, but in Male Hu-
inanity's Behalf, They Explain
—Eight Deluded.
Philadelphia, Aug. 38.—While Mrs.
Marion Hepler, known at other eimes
by a half dozen other surnames, is in
Illoyamensing prison charged with
bigamy, Harry Hepler and Elmer
Smith, two of the men she called hus-
band, have not been idle. They will
form a "syndicate" of" all the hus-
bands to press the case.
Upon Mrs. Hepler's being given a
heitring before a magistrate yesterday
to answer the bigamy charge it was
testified that she had a total of eight
husbands and there were no records
to show that she bad been legally
separated from them. In less than
three years this woman, who is now
about es years old, was married three
titnee at churchei within, a radius of
twenty blocks.
All the while she was married to
her latest husband she lived within a
half equate of her former husbands.
At no time did she live more than
nine months with any husband, who,
with only one or two exceptiods, de-
serted her.
Find Four Husbands.
Eimer Smith, who was her husband
for nine months after July, tem, and
who preferred the charges against
her, furnishes the following named
husbands in the order of her mar-
riages: George Neithercot t, Dennis
'Quinn, Elmer Smith, William Cox,
Walter Mitchell, Frank Pierson, John
Maloney and Harris Repler. Four
o Wiese husbands have been found
and the dectectives who are working
on the case believe they can find the
others. Those whom the detective.%
say they have already iound have
married her art Quinn, Smith, Mitch-
ell and Hepler.
At yesterday's trial Smith told of
marrying the girl after having met
her in ceurt. He said he lived with
her only nine months, found that she
had married and never been divorced
from Neithercotse and then left her.
'Papier testified that be had met,
loved, proposed to and married the
girl all in the same day. He had
revel been divorced from her. It
eras Smith, however, who was most
bitter against the girl. He said she
had broken up his life and be would
get even. He had given much time
to tracing her antecedents and by
showing her picture around had
found, he said, evidence of her mar-
riage to six other men.
After the magistrate bald sent Mrs.
Hepler to Monamensing prison in de-
fault of hail' her two "in evidence"
husbands. Smith and Hereto get to-
gether. Today it is learned they have
made a compact to put the prosecu-
tion and to the, end have called on
the other six husbands to form a
syndicate
Says Woman is a Wonder.
"If Marion could marry two or
eight men she could marry more,"
said Smith today. "What's the use
of letting a woman like that run free
to prey on men. Why, she's a won-
der, that woman. You get a look
from her eyes and it's all over with
eou. I don't thin* it's right. Ielm
acting more for the protection ` eft the
male members Of the human race
than I am for revenge, and I'll do
what I can to gave them from my
fate. Why, there'. no telling how
many men she will marry if .Ahe'1 let
loose.
"I've communicated with all the
husbands who live in Philadelphia
and so far they have all agreed to
join my syndicate and put up their
share of costs."
The young woman is held in de-
fault of Ploo bail and will he given a
hearing this week. The alleged big-
amist is short, well built and a decid-
ed brunette.
CLAIMS TO WELD COPPER.
Winnipeg Blacksmith Applies for
Patents for the Art.
Consul Shank, of Winnipeg, Can-
ada, reports that scientific crcles are
interested in the discovery of a pro-
fess for welding copper, whicit has
been made by a local blacksmith. It
is said the process has been thorough-
ly tested and fossil(' perfect and that
copper can be welded to copper or to
other metals without impairing the
electrical conductivity and other prop-
ertiee of the metal.
The proves, is said to be very aim-
plc, and no more costly than the
welding of steel. The work can be
dlone with a forge, hbow-ppe or any
apparatus wthich will heat the metal
cherry red. Patents have been ap-
plied for in the United States and
Canada. 4:11149171
A Lucid Interval.
(Harper's Weekly.)
'A visitor at a lunatic asylum notic-
ed one of the inmates walking Shout
the grounds pushing in front of him_
a wheelbarrow turned (*side down.
The visitor stopped hen and inquir-
ed the reavon for the unusual proced-
4 "Why, you see," said the demented
one, "if I' turned it right side up
they'd put bricks in it."
STOP, WOMAN!
AND CONSIDER
TIM AU..
IMPORTANT FACT
That in address-
ing Mrs. Pink-
ham you are oen-
fidingy our private
ills to a woman— \
a woman whose experi-
ence with women's
diseases covers a great
many years.
You can talk freely
to a woman when it is
revolting to relate
your pirate trou-
bles to a man—
besides a man
does not under-
stand—simply be-
cause he is a man
Many women
suffer in silence and drift along frombad to worse, knowing lull well that
they ought to have immediate assist-
tines, but a natural modesty impelsthem to shrink from exposing them-
selves to the qnestions and probably
examinations of even their family
physician. It is unnecessary. Without
money or price you can consult a wee
man whose knowledge from actual ex-
perience is great.
Mrs. Pinkhanas Standing invite:km.
Women suffering from any form of
female weakness are invited to promptly
communicate with Mrs. Pinkham, at
Lynn Maas. All letters are received,
opened, read and answered by women
only. A woman can freely talk of her
=
ate illness to a woman; thus has
established the eternal confidencebetween Mrs. Pinktiatn and the women
of America which has never beenbroken. Out of the vast volume of
*aperient:is which she has to draw from,it is more than possible that she has
gained the very 'knowledge that will
help your ease. She asks nothing in
return except your good-will, and her
advice atm relieved thousands. Surely
any wo&an, rich or poor, is very foolishif she does not take advantage of this
generous offer of assistance.
If you are ill, don't hesitate to get a
bottle of Lydia E. PinkhamieVegetable
Compound at once, and write Mrs. Met-
hane Lynn. Mass., for special advice.
When a medicine has been successful
In restoring to health so many women,
you cannot well say, without trying it,
is I do not believe it will help ma
No Race Suicide in Germany.
(Yale Review.)
After Ruse a Genrnany is the recei-
ve country in chikeren. For every
io,000 inhabitants there are 363 liv-
ing births a year, as against only
226 in France. Hulce the tie:tease
of population in Germany is corre-
epingingly great. In the course of the
nineteenth century the population
with n the present territory of the em-
pire has much more than doubled in
spite of the considerable numbers of
Germans who have emigrated during
this tome. In 1816 there were 24,400,-
000 soule in the territory of the pres-
ent empire; while n two there were
56,300.000, which corresponds to a
yearly average increase of i per cent,
while more than a,000.000 Gerrnans
have emigrated from their homes dur-
ing the neeteenth century. In order
to measure the meaning of these fig-
ures we must compare them with
tfehe of a country like France, Which
is practically stationary in its popu-
eaton. In the middle of the century
there were a:. many people in France
av in Germany. In teiee there were
in Germany 34,400,troo, in France
34esoo,o0o, while in 18ao France had
nearly 4.000,000 more than Germany.
Today the French population has
risen only to 35,500,000 and is 'there-
fore mare than 20,000,000 behind Ger-
many.
Forcing time Youthful Mind.
(Philadelphia Ledger.)
There .e a very general cry that
children are becoming every day lee,
childlike, that they are being pressed
far beyond their strength. Of course,
the finatice tell us that it is not 90,
that all this outcry ie the outcome .of
misplaced sentiment and of ignorance
of the true inwardness of educational
methods. But this we know, that
forced minds are very like forced
plants--curioseiess perhaps, but not
such as the experienced cultivator
keeps as "stock." Nature is very
jea4ous for her nurslings. You may
fool considerably with adult speci-
mens, even to the degree of making
them hideous,: you may experiment
abroteet indefinitely with this, that and
the other kind of feeding, pruning,
grafting, but let a cold wave or a
hot wave but once blow upon your
tender nth-slings and they are gone
wehout hope of resurrection.
An Inspired Idiot.
(Oak Grove, Mb., Banner.)
"Reuben Fields, the Johnson coun-
ty methemetician, who is considered
by many to be an idiotic wonder,
stopped at a hotel in a smell. town in
Feeney county recently. As usual in
such places, there were a number of
drummers on hand; there was also a
meeting of some medical men at the
place, who used the hotel as head-
quarters. One of the doctors thought
it vrould be quite a joke to tell Fields
that same of the M. D's had con-
eluded to kidnap him and take out
brains to learn how it was he was
so 'pod in mathematics, lie was
then asked by them what he was go-
ing to do about it. Fields replied: 'I
will go on without briaens Just like
you doctors are doing."'
 himuiew 
TOOTH PUGGING
EXTENDS TO ANIMALS AS
WELL Aal TO HUMAN
BEINGS.
A Trick Elephant Had a Tooth Plug-
etaa, Lataly Yarla
City.
(New York Special.)
Lena, the trick elephant at the hip-
podrome, had a tooth filled (today. In
the process she added to her store ofknowledge some emphatic opinions
of dentists/ and their ways.
Lena had beenesuffering ever since
the close of the winter smson. But
the cause of the erouble was not
known until a flew days ago. Then it
was learned that Lena had a cavity
Ii) one of the teeth of the upper jaw.
It was a mere trifie—only about an
inch and a half in diameter.
Martin J. Potter, a veterinary sur-
geon, was called in. With him was a
pound of chloroform, as much chloral
and a lot of tools. It appeared as if
he had taken) private contract.
When the preparations for the °pee
ado!) were finished, Bob Tyler,
Lena', trainer, coaxed her to lie
down. .While he kept her quiet, men
with ropes 'made her feet fast to rings
in the neon The doctor pried open
her jaws and began to wash out the
cavity of the tooth. An unlucky
scrape hit the nerve of Lena and she
started to get up. She had been tied
with a two-inch rope, but that didn't
seem to bother her. She got up.
Lena "'Takes the Stage."
Lena charged around the stage
while the doctor sought safety. Then
Tyler persuaded Lena to lie down
again, and this time the doctor, for
obvioue reasons, decided to try chlo-
roform. After the chloroform had
been replenished several times, Lena
became quiet and the doctor finished
cleaning the cavity and shaping it to
hold the filling. Then he rammed in
the gold and began to hammer it
home with an instrument that re-
sembled a miniature pile driver.
About the second lick Lena woke
up and began to 'say things." But
the doctor stuck to his job and finish-
ed it just as Lena demolished the last
rope and struggled to her feet.
"It's all finished except the burnish
ing," said the doctor, "but I think
I'll come back tomorrow for that."
Chorus Girls Rush to Protect Pet.
Word had gone around that Lena
was to be operated upon and would
have to take chloroform. Several
chorus girls of the company hurried
in to protect their pet. Rita Dean,
one of the riders became anxious
about her mammalian friend when the
doctor confided bra her that elephants
seldom recover from the effects of
chloroform.
Rita wept a little bit herself, but
the tears did not in the least resem-
ble in size those shed by Lena. How
sincere they may have been is an-
other story. Potter admitted frank-
ly that chloroform was dangerous for
larger animals, and that scene $5,000
elephant was likely to lose value as
a result of the trial.
"It's all the iault of them girls
anyway," growled the keeper. "They
keep feeding candy to Lena all the
time, and that's' what has ruined her
teeth. It is a pity they wouldn't eat
it themselves,—chortis girls is easier
to get, a whole lot, than a trick ele-
phant."
Lena Grateful to Keeper.
Lena was much relieved by the ap-
eiation and rubbed her trunk grate-
fully against her keeper's arm, as if
she believed hint responsible for • the
whole thing. The chorus girls seem-
ed relieved, too, and their spirits are
not at all effected, by the large new
placard that stared them in the face
as they went out:
"Women of the chorus must not
feed candy to the elephants."
A Meerschaum Mine.
(Philadelph a Bulletin.)
"Meerschaum is mined like coal,"
said a pipe dealer. "It is a soft,
soap
-like stone, and in Asia Manorits mining is an important industry.
"The cruee meerschaum is called
harreaeh. It, .i's yellowish white in
collar, and a red clay coat or skin en-
velirsps it. The blocks, cost from $20
to eecio a cartload. They are soft
enough to cut with a knife.
"Theft blocks in summer are dried
by exposure to the sun. In winter
a heated room is neceftary.
"Finally the meerschaum blocks are
sorted into twelve grades, wrapped in
cotton and packed in cases with the
greatest care. •
"The bulk of all this trieerechaum
goes to Vienna. There the best pipe
Makers in the world live."
Broke the Record.
Mr. Ski Lemon has returned from
aevisit to relatives in Calloway and
1VIlarehall counties. While there he
eatablithed a reputation as a crack
shot and the way he murdered
equirels was a shame. From the ef-
fects of hi, experience he is keepinghie arm and shoulder saturated with
arnica and other soothing liniments.
Petition in Bankruptcy.
Char/es Parsley, of Cadiz has filed
a petition in bankruptcy giving his
liabilities) at eto8 wth no aesets.
The emperor of Korea Friday cele-brated his birthday and there wasAt the head of the class, Elk's' ptsblic demonstration in his 'honor atDream toc sigar. i Seoul. 
. s
The New Moline
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JOHN G. REHKOPPF BUGGY CO.
if... 444$ ..44 H 6,44444+4+4,iE
WE HAVE RECEIVED A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE tati'NEW MOLINE WAGON'S, AND ASK THE PUBLIC TO CALL ANDINSPECT THEM. OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS YOU WILLPAY FOR A MUCH CHEAPER WAGON.
WE, ALSO, HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF BUGGIES, SUR-RIES, RUN-ABOUTS, SPRING WAGONS AND PHAETONSOUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS THE MOST COMPLETE INTHE CITY.
WE, ALSO. CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF HARNESS,SADDLES, COLLARS AND BRIDLES.
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSESTOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
LIGHTNING STRIKES A
BAPTIST MINISTER.
Rev. Martin Ball, Formerly of Paris,
Tenn., Seriously Shocked.
Winona, Miss., Aug. 28.—The Rev.
Martin gall, pastor of the Baptist
elinrch here, but formerly a citizen of
Paris, Tenn., was struck by lightning
and seriously inj'ure'd last Friday af-
ternoon. Hie condition is somewhat
improved today, but is still regarded
as dangerous.
Mr. Ball was assisting in holding a
protracted meeting aibout four miles
from Winona. He was visiting at the
home of Mr. Thompson and was
seated in a room talking to several
friend* when the bolt came. He was
terribly shocked but the others es-
caped injury.
The Rev. Mr. Ball has a daughter
and son living in Tennessee. His
wife es at present in South Carohrra.
Mr. Ball took charge of the Baptist
rhumb at Winona last spring
Woman As Spies For Moneylenders
The part that women play in the
money-lending bu•atiess—or that
branch of it which Mende money in
small amounts at large rates of in-
terest—is a comparatively recent evo-
lution. It is in collecting and "locat-
ing" that women find their largest
sphere They make excellent coblec-
tors—hruch better than men—as they
frequently vieit the places of employ-
ment of the borrowers, anti after a
time thie becomes embarrassing. As
a "'neater" she is more particularly
successful. She call's upon the last
known place of employment of a dil-
atory client, and, pretending that she
is a relation of his, soon finds out his
new place. (Beauty is a universal
password, and ei a quarter the time
it would take a man he traces the
borrower and serves him with a press-
ing notice from, the money-lending
firm. Women "sharks," as they are
known. usually work uport 
sion aml manage to earn good money.
—Anewers.
The Modern Girl.
The average girl of the present
day is of few large and full of non-
sense, says an exelrange. She appear-
eth on the street, clad in fine raiment
and hunteth a beau, at whose expense
she drinketh soda 'water until the sit-
ting of the sun. She cheweth her
gum in the morning, and when the
evening approacheth, lol she is still
chewing. She getteth the notion in
her head that she can sing, and-late
warbleth until the neighbors get out
an t injunction. She goeth to a party
gowned in a dress that is too long at
the bottom, and giggleth tile the
night waxath old. She heti' in the
bed of a morning until the eleventh
hour while her mother humpeth
around and doeth the housework.
She sigheth for a husband with a
long mustache and plenty of money.
but Inarrieth some man who smok-
eth cigarettes and holdeth up two fin-
gers to the barber when he getteth
shaved.
No Heat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
3 we do the work.
Warren & Son, rre North Sixth.
Phone sat-A.
Henry Marnmen, Jr., the reliable
book manufacturer, Blank gooks.
Job and Edition binding. The onlv
exclusive book binder la Paducah.
Library work a specialty.
Shampocating, Bleaching. Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
street
BARRY (CHENNEBERGER
BOTH PHONES
SOLE AGENT FOR
LUZERNE COAL.
AUGUST D
Lump and Egg ...
Nut 
ELIVERY.
- fits Bushel
be Bushel
SEPTEMBER
Lump and Egg ..
Nut .. 
• • - -
ORDER
DELIVERY.
... 13C Bushel
... 12e
 Bushel
NOW.
ALL 01111ANIE 18.50 PER TO 
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
tADUCAH REAL EST/4'e.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. LAS,MONTHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERNKENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
"MG* it W. WEITTTIEMOICE.. Paidessaish. dike
o'61
CLEANLINESS
is a necreity to perfect Health and an essential element
of Happiness.
To prevent sickness and enjoy the
comforts of tie you should equip your
sleeping apartment or dressing chameer
with a snowy white, one-piece
;Steadied" Porcelain Enameled Lava-
tory and have running hot and cold
water as desired at your touclts,,
We have samples in our showroom
and will gladlyeetiote you prices.
ED. HANNAN, Plumber.
 a
Everyone Invited
TO USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO THECAMP.
Express Service,
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS TO HANDLE
ALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY,
Peoples' Independent Telephone Co.
ft.
•
•111"..11E".. 
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Municipal Ownership.
Municipal ownership of public util-
ities in this country is becoming a
settled policy, and in less than twenty
ycars the people will look back to
conditioner of today and wonder bow
the American people were so deluded
as to let a handful of men in every
city own and control the utilities and
acquire millions of dollars in profits
that should have ivsnained in the pub-
lic treasuries.
New York is branching our on ill
question and a late dispatch froil
that city says:
One of the most important practi-
cal tests of the municipal ownership
idea will be made this fall by the me-
tropolis. Then the city will inaugu-
rate a thoroughly equipped and up-
to-date ferry service between Man-
hattan Island and Staten Island, now
the boroughs respectively of Man-
hattan and Richmond.
This municipally owned and oper-
ated ferry line will succeed the pres-
ent ramshackle and antiquated serv-
ce which for years has retarded the
proper growth of Staten Island as a
residence section. Five of the finest
passengerIferryboats ever construct-
ed now are about ready to go into
commission, some of them even hav-
ing been put through their trial paces
and found fully to justify all that hag
been expeeted otilhem.
Collectively the'ffeet has cost $1,-
665,5eo, and to' thinae in the habit of
usivig a ferry the boats will come as
a revelation.. Each of the big boats
can aceonittapdate 3,000 per cols--
loveably, and on a pinch each can
take care of an additional ootwa, as
only two decks are to be used at first.
In the municipal or-egress held at
Toledo, Ohio, last week, the repre-
sentatives from cities owning public
utifities, were a uniti in favor of mu-
nicipal 4`wilership, having seen the
practical .14nents derived from such
ownership:  Of course the corpora-
tions' had 'Astir hirelings there to
argue against the municipal owner-
ship.idea and ta howl socialism, but
one Of the advocates of the people
left no ground for the opposition to
stand on when he asked if they would
be willing to abolish public control
of the common schools and let out
the education of the childrenby con-
tract te.a .private corporation. For
several generaltions the cities of
America have controlled the public
schools with their thousands of
teachers and employee( and while at
times mistakes were mark, yet it is
a fact that (*a one per cent, of our
people favor a change is the owner-
ship or control. A city could also
let out contracts for fire and police
protection, and while, politics oper-
ate in those departments, yet the
people want no change in the control
of them. If a city cats sucetsfully
own and control its police depart-
ment, its fire departmenti.and public
schools, why atm it rOut\also make a
success of owning and controlling
'safer and- light • plants?
ing those utilities 'havedle
tea own-
st rated
the value of those utilities and there
is no good reason why a progressive
city like Paducah should put off the
matter any longer.
That Cotton Leak Steal.
That the people can fully under-
stand the way the country was robber
by those of the agricultural depart-
ment at Washington who were con-
nected with the cotton !cake rascality
the hallowing is here given place:
The clipping is from a Washington
telegram (telling of how some of the
indicted rascals made their money
through kmowledge secured by the
"leaking" in the department,
"Secret service agents declare Mr.
Peckham and his associates must
have cleared $1,500n00 on deals based
on the leakage of cotton reports and
advance information with regard to
the wheat crop.
"The two indictments against Mes-
sers. Peckham, Haas, and Holmes re-
cite many transactions in which
copies of checks are given. In 90 918.
cases the alleged profits which fell to
the share of Messrs. Haas and Hol-
mes were Sto,000 to $14,000 on one
transaction. The checks were largely
passed through banks in Hoboken
and in New York.
"Mr. Peckham has given no evi-
dence of great wealth, but Mr. Haas,
who is said to be a one-third owner
of a large millinery and go‘n house
in New York, lived in good style and
took daily spins in a rarge blue auto-
mobile which was one of the sensa-
tions of Saratoga. Exhibits in the
case indicate that he was the capital-
ise of the combination.
"The alleged joint partnership for
the collection of advance information
from the department of agriculture,
according to the indictments, began
on November 16, 1903, and continued
until June 9, 1905. It is alleged that
Messrs. Peckham and Haas made a
connection with Holmes, who, as as-
sist:Int statistican of the department
oi agriculture, knew the state of the
cotton crop several days in advance
of the publication of the official re-
port. It is charged that with the in-
formation obtained the persons ac-
eased were able to buy cotton and to
Zioficulars of the ...meeting intsgain to their advantage.
Washington between Hit:times and
those indicted with him are recited,
and copies are give nod telegrams
from Holmes, informing Van Riper
that it is time to get in early and chat
the conditions are such that the best
chance N afforded.
"Transections among the alleged
partners were cery small at tire begin
rnng, when only Poo passed among
them, but finally the sums reached
ineo the t hoosands."
Mr. John Rector, one of the most
promising young newspaper men of
Southern +Winois, has taken the man-
aging editor's chair on the Cairo Bul-
letin. Though Mill a young man Mr.
Proctor hae bad much newopaper ex-
perience yet will no doubt add new
laurels in his new and higher posi-
tron.
It seems it will take a frost to
ease the excrutiating pains of sonic
or our people on the. quarantine glie5-
tion. How exciSed some people get
when there is nothing a1 all to be
irig.httsed about. They sake them-
selves ridiculous abroad as well as at
home.
It is still a question as to whether
or not there is to be peace between
Russia and Japan. Yesterday there
was another deferment of the final
confab between the envoys.
Meets Next Thursday.
The W.. C. T. U. of Paducah will
hold a mothers' meeting next Thurs-
day afternoon at 3:30 o'clock in the
lecture roof of the First Baptist
church. The meeting will be con-
ducted by Mrs. C. A. Norval, the lo-
cal superintendent of this department.
Mrs. Norval will present a review of
a paper on "Mothers' Work and
Workers" by Mrs. Jane 1t. Stew-
art.
A selection entitled "A Divine Li-
brary," will be read by Mrs. J. M.
Bird.
A talk on 'The Temperance Edu-
cation of Children" will be given by
a kindergartner.
Mrs. Norval requests the members
to come prepared to give a quotation
from scripture on the subject of
"Prayer." All persona interested in
the right training of children are most
cordially invited.
District Attorney Morgan H. Beach
Sunday had the entire Washington
police force hunting for Edwin S.
Holmes, Jr., former aesociate statis-
ticiao of the department of agricul-
ture, who is accused of conspiracy to
defraud in constecticnt with the cotton
report leakage.
v•ilabscribe for the Register.
BASEBALL GAMES
Indians Sunday and Yes-
terday Defeated Alices.
WON THE GAMES
THE LEAST NEEDED.
Today the Series Ends and Then No
Ball Until Saturday, Sunday
and Monday.
NASHVILLE'S MANAGER
LOOKING AFTER PLAYERS.
Dougless, the local find, ou' tpitched
the mighty Duggan of Vincennes in
yesterday's exhibition game at
League , park, letting the visitors
down with but three hits. Douglass
is a left hander and has a good
stock of puzzling curves. He does
not seem to be possessed of any
great speed, but his slow curves have
a quick break and do the work.
The game was a beauty from start
to finish, there being a number of
fast fielding stunts.
The only run of the game was
made in the seventh inning when, af-
ter Perry and Land pulled off a diato
tile steal, the former scored on Potts'
single to right field.
Land made a sensational catch of a
foul fly near the grandstand, in the
ninth inning. He was on a fast run
and struck the grandstands injuring
his right knee, but was not forced
out of the game.
The score by innings was:
Innings 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9—e- h e
Vinc. 00000 o o o o o 3 2
Paducah 000000! ox i 5 2
Batteries—Duggan and Matteson;
Douglas and Land. Umpire, Zinkins.
Sunday's Game.
The Indians treated the Alices to
a shutout Sunday in one of the pret-
tiest battles of the season. "Chief"
Lloyd, the veteran, was in the box
for Piducah and again showed rare
fern.). Lloyd is having hie second
time on earth at baseball, pitching
as well as he did when he was a star
in the Southern league. "Rube"
Whitley also twirled a great game.
The score vras:
Innings 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 go-r h e
Vine. 000000000 0 5 I
Paducalt 00000000iA 7 o'
Batteries—Whitley and Mattson;
I.loyd and Land. Umpire, Zinkins.
Last Game Today.
Paducah and Vincennes will play
lei this
(fir' Pa-
the last of the exhibition, Si
afternoon. South will w9a,
ducal?, and Perdue for Vincennes.*
Popular Bluff Next.
Manager Lloyd has booked Poplar
Bluff, Mo., to play here Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. The Poplar
Fluff team is contriosed. aiineiP1111Y
of Kitty league players and asillosixel
the 'Indians a run. As Mlbridey is
Labor Day a large crowd shinild wit-
ness the game.
Finn After Players.
Mickey Finn, manager of the Nash
viIle Southern league team, was here
yesterday and Sunday to get a line
on players in the Paducah and Vita-
cenines teams. He wants Duggan,
Bcihasion, Land, McClain and one or
two other players, but no deal was
closed. He left last night for Chat-
tanooga, Tenn.
Long Leaves Evansville.
Arthur Long, the lienderaon play-
er who has been in right field. will
go to his home in Kentucky. to be at
the bedside of his wife, who is very
ill, and will not be back again to
play this season. James Mining, a
fielder from the Cairo Kitty league
team, ,hae been secured by Ryan to
garden in both games Sunday. If
he makes a proper showing in the
last of The home series, he will be
taken on the trip. Loirigne.deroutaire
does not mean a release, but the cir-
cumstances are such that he caunot
remain longer with the 
teaoll 
Het
will be eetained on the r,ft may
be held in reserve, sittsrrigh t 
i 
' is
Jour-
vial-News..
he n.r squestio—Evartsville 
L. A. L.'s Won.
The Centrals Snot, L. A. teams
played a match game of ball at the
shop grounds Sunday mornings re-
sulting in a victory for the latter by
a score of 9 bo 8. Ba4teries:sFor the
1. A. L.'s, Mock and Illonlc; for the
Center els, Wool& idge and smith.
Egyptians Defeated ir905's.
The 1965 team was defeated by the
Metropolis, Ill., team at dial place
Sunday by a store of 4 1$0 2. The
battery for the local team was Arnold
and Garnet, and for the Metropolis
nine, Dyers and Hale. Arnold struck
out fourteen men. The sere:
rhe
1905 
 
.282
Metropolis • 4 6 o
Mrs. David. Cheeault, Jr., of Medi-
inn county, Ky., accidentally shot
and killed a negro boy whit a revol-
ver, which the boy had loaded and
handed to her for inspection,
Blair P. St. John, of Brooklyn, a
former student of the University of
Kentucky, was drowned at Pittsburg
by the capsizing of r canoe; sg
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stockedihardware:de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter: and Brick-m,tison Tools.Wire Nails, Builders
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of tie country.
Being'buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentuc
• CALLED BACK
COLEMAN, THE NEW ORLEANS
FUGITIVE DELIVERED ON
REQUISITION.
But Ere Taken Away Was Recalled
on a Writ of Habeas Corpus—
Is Still Here.
In police court yesterday incasing
the case of Walter Coleman, charted
with being a fugitive from justice
from the state of Louisiana, was
heard. After hearing the evidence of
the Iwo officers from New Orleans
Judge Cross ordered the young man
turned over to them. They had been
to Franiciort, where they had se-
cured a requisition for him.
After Walter Coleman had been
turned over to the two officers from
New Orleans and all en route from
the city they were detained from
further attempts of leaving the city
by Sheriff Potter. Officer Potter on
habeas corpus proceedings taken
out by Hal S. Corbett, Coleman's at-
torney, served the papers on the Lou-
isiana officers while in a boat car in
the extreme south end of the yard;
while preparing to have the city.
The case was heard befote Justice
Young yesterday afternoon and he
withheld his decision until this morn-
ing at 9 o'clock. Coleman after be-
ing brought back to the city was
lodged in the custody of Jailer L. L.
Janes.
The law states that the person
shall be taken before the circuit
judge and examined as to identity
and cause of arrest in habeas corpus
proceedings, but in the absence of
Jodie Reed the coinny judge has the
case. Judge Lightfoot also being ab-
sent Justice Young heard the case.
Coleman is wanted in New Orleans
on several charges of robbing box
cars, and averts that he is innocent.
He has been here only a short time
and has a beautiful young wife who
refuses to divulge a word pertaining
to the charges preferred.
The outcome of the late action tak-
en by Attorney Corbett is watched
with iatenerts owing to the fact no
such ponceedings has occurred Isere
for souse time. A' strenuous effort is
being made to prevent Colennan be-
ing taken to New Orleans, and it ap-
pears that a requisition from Gov.
Beckham is not having mach to do
with his departure. It in said the ten
q tiOit ion paper, call for one auk*
Blanchard instead of Coleman, add
hence the writ of habeap corpus.
Other City Court Matters.
A/lie Tidwell, a woman from the
red Tight district, waived examine-
hoe on the charge of stealing $50
from W. R. Parker, the (blacksmith,
and sees held to the grand jury. Af-
ter the robbery was reported Officers
Potter and Gourieux went to work
cn the case and found the entire
amount and fhe,arrest of the girl fol-
lowed..
Eight hogs w 
breach of ordinancegby w ring the
streets and were ordered ld Wed-
nesday.
Jim Markopslcy, on the charge of
stealing $4.40 frons.Ed Vageur, was
discharged on the promist that he
would have the city and remain
away.
Tom Daily, on the charge of drunk
eriness, was fined $T and costs.
George Bernard, charged with main
taireing a nuisance, was given until to
day to show cause why he should not
be adjudged guilty.
Jim Taylor was arraigned to an-
swer the charge of petty larceny, and
after hearing a portion ofi the evi-
dence the case was contittued until
today. He is charged with taking a
bicycle belonging to W. M. Smith
from ini front of Warren's Jewelry/
store 00 August totfli and selling it to
the Gleaves furniture store.
The cane of Marshall Duvall and
Albert Rolla was continued until to-
THRIFT
IS A WORD FOUND IN THE DICTIONARY, BUT FEW PEO-
PLE SEEM TO KNOW ITS MEANING. .WEBSTER SAYS THRIFT
IS "ECONOMICAL MANAGEMENT." DO YOU MANAGE ECON-
OMICALLY? IF YOU DO YOU SAVE MONEY AS WELL AS
SPEND IT. BECAUSE IN ECONOMICAL MANAGEMENT OF IN-
COME THERE IS A SURPLUS AND NATURALLY YOU WOULD
TURN TO TINE SAVINGS BANK—THIS BANK—FOR A SAFE AND' tow •
I NTEREST4BEIARINCh INVESTM ENT.
START AN ACCOUNT AT THIS BANK WITH A DOLLAR AND
THRIFT WILL SOON BECOME A WORD YOU UNDERSTAND.
s •
B. B. SCOTT,
President.
227 BROADWAY.
GEO. C. THOMPSON.
Vice-President and Manager.
j. T. LAURIE, Cashier.
Mechanics 6 farmers
*4
4
4
' •
.1*Savings Bank . 
.1ois
a
1\l'OrrICM
ALL PERSONS DESIRING OR HAVING CON-
TRACTED. FOR SPACE IN THE LABOR DAY EDI-
• TION OF THE JOURNAL OP LABOR ARE REQUEST-
ED TO HAVE COPY IN THE OFFICE BY NEXT
WEDNESDAY NOON.
C. F. Johnson Manager.
OFFICE ir5 SOUTH THIRD.
day.
Ody Johnson, the young man
charged with stealiog clothes and
money from John Bridges foam his
room in the Richmond House, was
granted a continuance until he could
have two witnesses reitnniotwd. A
portion of the testimony was heard.
Police Notes.
Wen Craft surrendered to Captain
Woods on a charge of breach of the
peace.
Author Dunn, who has been living
in Mayfield for several months was
arrested on a breach of the peace
charge.
I, On account of the negrn festivals
and dances an Rowtandtown park the
eitizene of that end of the city have
filed many complaints. Last night
there visa one of the "black occas-
ions" given and to prevent such dis-
order as ha, prevailed six extra police
men were detailed to attend the "so-
cial function" to see that the descend-
ants of Ham did nothing but what
was in the confines of law.
Will Continue at Business.
The outlook for Mayfield( is that
the wholesale beer houses 'will ..be
operation for namelitne yet, .notwaits
standing at the election held August
19, the result was almost unanimous-
4y dry.
'Before the election the proprietors
of the beer houses bad their licçises
extended nntI June 30, 1906. Some
have said that they have license that
read for June 30, 1907, but that must
be a mistake as the law only allows
license', issued for a period of one
year ot
This gives the people' of Mlayfield
time to get all the beer they want
before next June.
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER
YATES.
PREACHER ARRESTED
DURING SERVICES.
Insisted On Occupying Pulpit From
Which He Had Been Ejected.
Milked, Conn., Aug. 28 
—Rev. R.
W Melt; fittrmerly paOtor of the First
Baptise chsurch, was arrested during a
service 'hi ' that church Sunday,
charged with creating a disturbance.
He was later arraigned arid gave
toot) for 'Ms" appearance in court.
Mr. Field, it is alleged, was asked to -
resign the pastonate of the church
several weeknago, 'but for some time
he has insisted on filling the pulpit.
Sunday Mr. Fiel4 attempted to force
his Stay i$,io tbe..guipit.just as another
minister w s about Ito begin his ser14it
nion. He A requtiged no take his
seat itAte agregetion and, on refits
ing to 41 so,-the church officials di-
rected ag officer to place the minister
under attreet. Rev. Field formerly
was paskr of a church at AsburY'
lark, N. J.
EXPIRED SUNDAY.
Joe Cothran, a Victim of Consump-
tion, Passes From Life.
er b line between life and
11, months Joe Cothran,.
a bark , died Sunday of tuberct
losis at the old city hospital. 'The
body was laid at rem yeeterday after-
noon in the city cemetery under the
enviers of the Bartenders' union, qf,
which he had taeen a member sine/
the organizatiot$ of the lotal lodge,/
He was 32 years of age and was well
known here, where he had lived near-
ly all his life. He was formerly an
I. C. fireman and be it said was one
of the hest and most faithful that
ever weilded a shovel.
lie was an honest and genial mars
anti with all his faults he was true to
a friend and fie had many who, clung
so bins to the last. He was "a brother
of Neal Cothran who died several.
year; ago.
The members of the Bvtenders"
union were faithful to the deceased
,asAtIWitsilt tondo olAfe was in his
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ENGINEER DEAD
"FAST FLYING VIRGINIAN"
RUNS WILD AT MILE.
MINUTE RATES
Crowded Coaches in Happy Ignor-
ance of Their Ride Almost to
Shocking Death.
New York, 'Aug. .28.-Her enr-
neer, Daniel 'bitaboacy, dead in his
cab, the "Fast Flying Virginian" ran
wild at sixty MI le s an hour for many
miles over the Pennsylvania radroad
between Trenton and Philadelphia
the other night. 'Through the datk-
nese the Chesapeake and Ohio's
crack train plunge& untbnifolled,
thundered past danger signals and
rattled over switithea until its reck-
less speed warnol the fireman that
'Mahoney's cautious hand had lost its
master grip,dap the throttle.
The fireman e climbed. WV) the,coald
found Mahoney dead, seded the .air
brake lever ad Chn throttle and
brought in td a safe speed
before it reached 001' gridiron of
tracks and switches outside of Phila-
delphia.
The passe r,tiit ftl le cl the eight
canary-colored cars of the "F. F. V."
were sn • ballgraft..1.11110e that they
and the train badomcoatonarrowly es-
caped a shooter. 'Even the conductor
did not knew 'ivy what.,a close margin
a catastrophe bad beet averted.
The "F. F. 'V." left Jersey City for
the south, at weak, over the Pennsy's
tracks at 525 p. m. 41 halted at Tren-
ton a few aulautes before 7 o'clock,
and Mahoney ,roung down from the
cab tp on the acsoomotive. •
The train had hootersed the Tren-
ton cut and the bridge into Morris-
ville When the odor of burning waste
told Mahoney the they had a hot
box. He toid 'his fireman so and
leaned fee out his eats window to
inspect the burning journal.
"Shell carry us to welt Philadel-
phia, anyhow," said Mahoney, and be
settled himeelf on his seat, whibe the
fireman went back to the firebox.
The train whizzed on, but soon its
speed increased tremendously. The
locomotive rocked, and torntiled, tele-
graph poles, trees, fences, flashed by
in wfut seemed an unending line.
Faster, faster the train roared by
minor stations. The fireman, with
implicit confidence in machinery and
the engneer, said not a word-then
the engine dashed past a red light.
lie &need at Malmsey.
Allotted "rail holt gleamed for an
instant, disappeared; then andfilef.
"What are you doing. Mahoney?"
cried the fireman. "You've gone by
two red-"
Ifiederegiiieer was silent. lie See-
man knew Mahoney would have told
arm anyhow to mind )ii, blanked
'business, for engineers want no ad-
-vice from the men who shovel coal.
'So the silence told the firensan that
something a-as wrong with Mahoney.
He climbe..: up to the bench where
the engineer sat.
Mahoney was dead. His head and
fateaulclers were haning out of the
window: 'his -head was crushed. Plain-
ly he had lesned far out the window
again to look at the hot box and a
post had struck 'him and killed him
befortiteOndfid utter a cry.
Traly .* boodoo had mooted the
engineev.-. Hot wife was killed in a
trolley. occident at Newark a year
ags.
lageruied to Marry.,
Ed laddrie, aged 24, and Haien Deo
ton, aged Oa of tbe city, were licensed
to marry onoterrhy.
Eugene Bradley, eget. 47o and Liz-
zie Smith, aged 27, *1'0 colqred peo-
ple of the die. weraadso erie.ed to
marry yesterday.
Mr. awl alas. Ft. Wilson have
returned from Chiesso.
CUT TO PIECES
SHOCKING FATE OF COLORED
WORKMAN OF CEDAR
BLUFF.
Wm. Morse, of Princeton, Run Down
By a Bicyclist and Severely
Hurt.
A negro man was found dead with
his body cut to pieces on. the Illinois
Central railroad track neat Cedar
Bluff Sunday morning. He tad been
to Princeton and it is presumed that
he lima drunk and while wallong along
the track fell asleep and was rutrovw
hy a train. His name was not learn-
ed but his home was in Clarksville.
He 'had been working for the Katter-
john construction company.
Rev. R. W. Morehead, a prominent
Baptist miaster of Princeton, with
paralysis and 'his condition is con-
sidered critical. He is yo years of
wird
Wm. Morse was badly injured at
Princeton yesterday by being run
over by a bicycle riden by a boy. Be-
sides a broken leg Morse suffered
other painful injuries. The victim is
a well to-do farmer liv ng near
Princeton.
Dr. L. 0. Wood, of pobson, Cal&
wilt county, is preparing,to more to
Madisonville to practice his profes-
sion.
The Four Hunting*.
"Do you know, I think nothing is
more enjoyable, from the standpoint
of the spectator, than a good m'us'ical
comedy," said LIEW Hunong, who
kada that clever family, the Four
Huntings. "It sinust be full of fun,
of course. People go to the theater
to laugh. Folks who like to be amus-
ed have troubles enough of their own
nowadays in everyday life without
going to the theater to weep. That
as odor inimical comedy and comic
opera will always be the leading
fOlIrDS of theatrical entertainment. I
have been all through it, I've been
in high class "comedy, circus, vaude-
ville, cornietallara and arm now wind-
ing up in die potpourri of mimic,
songs and acrodatic dancing which
makes nue own musical comedy 'The
Fool House' arch a bg success this
seaon. I that the people who
spend the going to theaters,
people a good production
which costs lots of money to •Iceetp
going, possible, want spirited action
full of moo*, motion and mirth, clean
comedy, original and full of surprises.
That's fishy they are calling tie the
Four behind the laughs. and do you
know that they call me 'The Kandy
Kid,'" and Mr. tinnong resumed his
puffing of the only cigar he allows
himself each day.
At The Kentucky tonight.
.1
Demand for Retrenchment.
(Omaha Bee.)
The demand for retrenchment in
government expenditures is steadily
growing. The republican congress-
ional leaders seem to be practically
urranusairs in urging it. There will
be no question before the next con-
gress of greater importance than this
to the government and the people.
In view of the fact that during the
last thirteen month, the expenditure'
have exceeded receipts to the amount
of about $40,o0o,000 am/ are running
steadily ahead it is manifestly neces-
sary to cto something to check this
course. Plausible explanations of the
large deficit can be formed, but they
can not be made to justify continu-
ing the porky of above* the outgo
to largely exceed die income.
Joseph C. Lytle, of Louisville, was
prevented by the bravery of a nurse
loon leaping from the fifth story of
a private hospital in Cincinnati.
 NNW 
THE RIVER NEWS
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo 23.6, 0.7 rise.
Chattanooga 5.4, 1.6 fall.
Cincinnati ii.o, 2.5 fall.
Evansville 12.8, 2.3 fall.
Florence 4.0, rise.
Johnsonville 4.3, 0.7 fall.
Louisville 5.5, 1.2 fall.
Mt. Carmel 4.3, 0.7 fall
Nashville 8.5, o.6 fall.
Pittsburg 6.7, sand. •
•Davis Island Dam 5.5, 0.2 rile.
St. Louis 17.0, o. fall.
Mt. Vernon I2.5 1.8 fall.
Paducah 12.7 stand. .
The, Itaaorff left yesterday for
Carksailled
The iota, rim be today's Evans-
ville packed. 
-
The Saltillo will leave St. Louis
tomorrr»v for the Tennessee river.
The J. B. Finley posaied here Sim-
day enroute to Cairo from Loudwille.
The Clyde will leave tomorrow af-
ternoon at five o'clock for the Ten-
nessee river.
The City of Savannah passed up
the Tennesisei river from St. Louis
Sunday afternoon.
A WOMAN'S ASSAILANT
rs SUMMARILY LYNCHED
South Carolina Men Hang Negro
to a Bridge.
Nesvbern, N. C., Aug. 28.-John
Moore, a negro 20 years old, was
taken from Graven county jail in this
city early Sunday and lynched by a
mob of too mashed men armed with
rifles and revoavere.
With hi, hands tied behind him the
negro was led out about a third of a
nide from the jail to the draw of
Neuse riven bridge,ohanged,_ to one
of its braces and his body riddled
with bullets. Entrance to the jail
was effected by forcing the jailer to
surrender the keys.
As soon as the attack was dr 9COV-
ered the naval reserves were called
out to attempt to prevent the lynch-
ing. Crowds rushed to the bridge.
Sheriff J. W. Biddle was quickly ou
the scene pleading that Moore be
left to the law, but his efforts were
unavailing and the mob carried out
its plass.
Moore entered the country stove of
George Eubanks at Clarks, seven
miles from Newbern, last Friday,
When the proprietor's wife was the
only one in. The negro at
robbery and struck Miro El:arenas on
the bead vita a meat ax, inset-Deng
bones and inflicting injurie4 Which,
if they do not prove fatal, will r
least cause not only dsfrgurelvern,
but lifelong suering. M.
banks screamed and people ante to
ff, .u.. Fad
her rescue. The negro fled, t was
captured in a camp after a chase of a
few mile.: and was plated in jail.
TWO FIRE ALARMp.
Burning of a Coal House and a Bon
Fire the Causes.
The Central fire station was called
te Sixth and Jefferson steeets last
evening at 6:15 o'clock to extinguish
a fire in a coal house that had caught
from a pile of ashes. The house was
a delapidated enructure and was torn'
down to prevent the fire from spied-
ing to other buildings. It was the
property of Mr. Will Katterjoho.
On account of a bon fire on South
Fourth st men between Adams and
Jackson an unnecessary fire alarm
was turned in just before 7 o'clock,
loet evening, calling the Central fire
de p artone nt.
LABOR DAY
ARRANGEMENTS ALL COM-
PLETE FOR THE LOCAL
CELEBRATION.
After a Grand Street Parade a Big
Celebration Follows at Wal-
lace Park.
All arrangements have been com-
pleted and the program announced
for labor day celebration September
4 at Wallace park. The occasion
will be marked wnh 'many attractive
features and the event prondoes to
kurpase .all previous atempts. There
will be many idieresting contists and
musical concerts throughout the day.
The country store, in charge of Mr.
Harry George,*V11 be'a new4eature
of this big day.
'The parade will form on Third
North of Jefferson street and about
Soo or i,000 people will participate.
The line of march will consist of the
following.
First Division.
t. Deal's band.
2. Goddess of Labor and escorts.
3. Mayor and president • of central
labor union in carriage.
4. •Carpeaters.
5. Leatherworkers.
6. Electrical Workers.
7. Painters and 'Decorators.
8. Shipwrights.
9. Ship Caulkers.
Second Division.
1. Typographical Union Float.
2. Bartenders.
3. Barbers. .
4. Plumbers and Steamfitters.
5. Machinists .
6. Blacksmith's Helpers.
7. Blacksmith's Helpers.
t4 Carmen.
Third Division..
1. Cigarmakers' Float.
1. Boilermakers.
An Ex-Peducahan Dead,
Mr. Clerenre A. Phillips, formerly
connected with the Scolti Hardware
company of this city, died a few days
'twist Cedar Rapids, Iowa. He and
his wife are favorably known here.
3. Railroad Tinners.
4. Lathers.
5. Bricklayers.
6. 'Hod Carriers.
Fourth Division.
T. Hobo Band.
2. Police and Fire Departirsent.
3. City Officials in carriages.
4. Automobile Calk.
First division forms on'Second
street; second d5vision on Third
street; third division on Fourth
street, and fourth derision on Fifth
etreet.
The grand nursisal will wear red,
white and blue sash; assistant mar-
shals, bloc sashes, and local mar-
shals, red sashes. lj. J. Ellerbrook
is grand marshal and Messrs Han-
nan and Sanders are assistants.
The Brotherhood of Railway Car-
held an interesting session last
naght in their lodge morn. For the
labor day consonance for this lodge
Wm. Mercer, F. Scott and A. F.
Adams were named with the former
as chairman.
Tlac accond divtsion of the R. R. C.
of A: will form on Third street north
of Jeffermn. The parade begins at
its o'clock and members were noti-
fied to meet at their hall at 8:3o a.
in. goo as, to be ready to form in line,
Jsobn Steel was named as marshal of
the day for this lodge.
To Leave The City.
Dr. R. 0. Hick, expects to leave
Paducah about September istfi for
Knoxville, Tenn., where he will make
his furore 'tome. Dr. Hicks is one of
Padfue&'s best known and most popu-
lar phMcians, having been here for
the past nine years, and his many
friends will learn with regret of 'his
intended departure.
Dr. Hicks ts leaving Paducah on
account of the health of both him-
self and Mrs. Hicks. Mfrs. Hicks is
at present visiting in Trenton, Tenn.,
and avia Rill her •husband in Knox-,
ville in September.
Dr. N. W. Robinson, of Pittsburg,
is Dr. Hieloo Steer C cloOr
IN PAUPER ROW
•••••••
BODY OF MAN WHO SPURNED
FORTUNE GOES UN-
CLAIMED.
Though Fortune Awaited., Him He
Preferred to Die as Hi Lived,
a Pauper.
Dubuque, Iowa, Aug. 28.-With no
one to claim it, the body of Norbet
Hluchan, sad to be hen to a large
fortune in St. Louis, lies in the local
morgue, and unless the dead man's
friends or relatives are soon heard
from will he buried in pauper's row
at a local cemetery.
Hluehan was a queer character and
it is said that he preferred to be bur-
ied as be bad lived the last ten years,
a pauper, and for this reason he did
not care to lay claim to the fortune
that is said to belong to him in St.
Lou's. He was very melancholy. It
is said that an affair of the heart
caused him to lead a pauper's life.
He was a talented musician and his
services were constantly in demand,
but he refused to respond.
Some months ago Mayor Berg re-
ceived a letter from Mrs. Olga Was-
mansky of St. Lou's inquiring as to
the whereabouts of Hluchan. The
writer stated that a fortune awaited
the man in St. Louis and that she
was very anxious to locate himi The
name of Adolphus Busch, the million-
air brewer, was mentioned in the
letter in such a way that it has been
the belief here that Busch was mar-
ried to Hluchan's sister or some
other relative.
Hluchan was found and the letter
turned over to him, but for some
reason he did not become enthusiastic
over it. Later it was learned that
Mrs. Wasmansky had recently come
from Germany and carried a package
which she deposited in a St. Loirs
bank. The package was to be opened
by Hluchan only, but he never went
to St .Lows to claim it.
A local attorney became intereated
in 'the case, but he was unabre to get
Hluchan to go to St. Louis, although
there was every reason for believing
that he was an heir. Finally the mat-
ter was dropped and nothikc more
was heard from Hluclian or! his for-
tune until it was recalled' by his
death. Mrs. -Wasaransky hag been
advised of Hluehan's death.
KEPT IT SECRET
COUPLE WHO MARRIED LAST
MARCH IN METROPOLIS
JUST TELL IT.
Mr. W. N. Warren the Jeweler, and
Mrs. Myrtle C. More the Con-
tracting Parties.
The news of the wedding of two
Paducah people which took place in
Metropol s last March has just been
announced. The couple were Mr. W,
N. Warren and Mrs. Myrtle C. More.
Their 4-marriage has been kept a
secret all the while. The ceremony
was performed by the county judge
of Maniac county. Mr. Warren is
tine of Paducah', most enterprising
business men, being a member of
the jewelry firm of Warren & War-
ren. Mrs. Warren is a daughter of
Capt. Crouch, of the steamer Charles-
ton, and has been residing at itio
South Fourth street. Mr and Mt g.
Warren will reside at 8or South
'Fourth street. Congratulations of
friends is in order though they may
come apparently late.
Fire in the Louisville & Nashville
railroad shops at Howell, Irrd., de-
stroyed the blacksmith and bowler de-
partments, causing a loss, of $25,000.
• Olga
&Ivy's
Deadache
powders
Give safe, prompt and positive
relief for a nervracking,' head
Splitting headache. They
Cure any
Deadachoe
Mild or severe headaches,
acute or chronic headaches,
aids. nervous or neuralgia head-
achosooany and all headaches
ar 5eedjjy relieved by these
pow C111.
J. II. Othischtthier,
orDRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELL? P HOII,R 63.
The recollection of (tie quality of
our prescriptions ressans long after
the price is forgottest.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert,- Ph., G, Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deli.
erad free of charge anywhere in the
city.
Bacon's
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, balls, bate
etc, etc.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sts, phooe an,& Clay Sta., phone 311.
FOR EDUCATIONAL UNITY
Great Congress of Teachers to Be
Held in Mexico.
City of Mexico, Aug. 28 -The de-
partment of publicAstrurtion and
suthe perior board education are
preparing to convoke a great congress
of Mexican educators, the first ever
field rn the country. The object of
the congress is to promote unity of
educational methods throughout the
republic.
A Death in the County.
Mrs. Jennie Wrenn, aged. 42, wife
of Mr. J. Wrenrs, died Sunday of con-
ssnnption at her home at Lone Oak,
this county. The body was buried
Sunday in the M. Pleasant cemetery
Hickman county. Mrs. Wrenn wasa rool000r of the, Methodist church
and had been 114 for six 
-years and
eight months. The deceased was
survived by a husband and five chil-dren and father and mother, the lat-
ter of Spring Hill, Ky.
Only 4 Days More Before Coal Prices Advance
0115IPIX't
.
It
;ft o
Best; Kentucky Lump 11 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 10 Cents
Order Now and Save 2 Cents a Bushel.
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Ow Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Streets.
(INCORPORATED.)
C. M. BUDD, Manager
40 EN Both Telephone Numbers 254
4WAR IN THE EAST
Resume Of Losses From
Available Statistics.
SUPPRESSION OF
FACTS IS EVIDENT.
Russia"s Loss of Men is Double That
of Japan Without the
Prisoners.
RELIGIOUS CELEBRA-
TION A CRITERION.
,EL
Tadao, August 28.--/In connection
with the peace negotiations the esti-
mates of Japanese and Russian losses
during the war just compiled 'here
are interesting in the extreme. But
the task of compilation has not been
easy. With regard to casualties or.
the Japanese side tolerably accurate
stilistica were published throughout
1904, although even in that period
them were quite a number of skir-
mishes which tremained without ex-
act. returns..
But from the beginning of the cur-
rent year the Japanese would seem
to have concluded that in these mat-
ters secrecy is the wiser policy. Pos-
sibly in view of the fact that the
Russians observed reticence the Jap-
anese decided not to be needlessly
frank. At all events they have nev-
er made any statement of the total
casualties during the siege of Port
Arthur or in the great battle of M.uk-
den. In these cases, therefore, re-
course must be had to private intel-
ligence, supplerrinted by a somewhat
laborious calculation of ;ratios be-
tween aggregate lasses and losses in
commissioned rank.
One very salent k landmark offers
itself. Last May a ikeligious celebra-
tion was held in Tokio in memory
Of the officers and men who :had
perished in battle or died oi wounds
between February 8 09o4, and Jan-
sarY 31, 1905, tad-wive of the battle
of Muloden. The peculiarly solemn
character of those rites which are
bound up with everything that the
Japanese hold sacred, precluded the
pose-ability of any omission from the
national death rola. Prayers were
offered up for 28,999 military men
.and 1,857 naval men of all ranks, and
it can be taken aa certain that these
figures represented the total of both
services up to the fall of Port Arthur.
Assuming. as experience indicates.
i'• .t four men are wounded for every
.•i,e killed, and assuming further that
ten per cent, of the wounded die, we
at once obtain an aggregate of about
105,000 casualties in all ranks of the
Japanese envy from the beginn:ng of
the war until January 31, 1905. If to
this we add 8,000 for Heikautai, 52.-
50o for Mukden and soo on account
of skirmisihea up to the end of July,
we obtain a grand aggregate of 166,-
ono in round numbers, representing
casualties, killed and wounded, du:mg
the period from February, 1904, to
Jane, 19o5, inclusive. This tallies al-
most exactly with the figures obtain-
ed by vetting dawn the figures unof-
ficially reported after the ending of
each fight. ;
The Russian Figures.
But when the Russian figures are
considered it is difficult if not impos-
sible at times to obtain details. In a
large number of ;instances there is no
guide except the dead 'bodies aban-
doned in the field, and these must al-
ways have been considerably below
the actual total of killed, while of-
ficial returns, seldom published, were
generally proved to en- greatly on
the side of under statement. There-
fore the figures set down in the Rus-
sian rolurnsi must be considered mere-
ly in'the minimum.
Following are the best obtainab;e
statistics of casualties. the Japanese
being given first, the Russians sec-
ond:
Yalii—Japanese, 1,039; Russian, 2,-
398.
Shsanlitai--Japanese, 146; Russian
300.
Nanshan—Japanesc 4,207; Russian,
3,370.
Telisz—Japanese, 1,163; Russian 9.-
270.
Fenshwiling—Japanese, 171; Rus-
sian 450.
Kaiping --Japanese, 153; Russian,
250.
Ntotienling--Japanese, 299; Russian.
1,000.
Kinotao—Japanese. 423; Russian, 1.-
000.
Tashichiacr—Japanese, 1,077; Rus-
sian, 2,000.
Tomociting—rapanese, 86o; Russian
4,250.
Yushulingn z and Yang Tsze Ling
—Japanese, 946; Russian, 2,000.
Liao/yang—Japanese, 17,613, Rus-
sian, 25,000.
Shaho--Japanese, 15,879; Russian,
69,20I.
Forty-six ski rmisbesa-Japanese, 7,-
ono; Russian, 7,00o.
Skirmishes after Shaho---Japanese,
200; Russian, 395.
Nitadewang--Japanese, 250; Rilacrian,
SOO-
Heilcautai--Jasianese, 8,000: Rus-
sian, moon
Skirmishes between Heikautai and
Mukden—Jiapanese, 650; Russian, 1,-
525.
.31akden—Japanese, 52,500; Russian,
152,500.
,Chandtu—Japanese, too; Russian,
390. •
Fakumun—Japanese, 5o; Russian
340.
Weiyaantairmun — Japanese, 2r5;
Russian, 240.
Port Aechur — Japanese, so,000;
Russian, 20,000.
Naval casualties—Japanese, 3,670;
Russian, 6,000.
This means a total of 166,756 for
the Japanese and 329,779 for the Rua-
sans. Of prisoners reports show
646 Japanese taken and 67,701 as the
number of Russian prisoners.
This brings the grand total on the
Japanese side up to 167,402; on the
Russian side up to 388480.
Loss in War Materials.
Turning to the question of material
of was-, the story of the Russian nava.
squadron is told as follows:
/Battleships sunk, 12; displacement,
144,958 tons_
Armored cruisers, 5; displacement,
38,979.
Seagoing coast defense ironclad's, I;
displacement, 4,126. s
Cruisers, 6; displacement, 26,34r.
Other kinds, includng converted
cruisers, 14; displacement, 25,222.
Destroyers, 19; displacement, 5,666.
This makes a total of 57 boats, with
a disptrceenna of 245,292.
The broad result is very striking.
Out of a total of 83 ships, with a dos-
placement of 410,224 tons, sent by
Russia into the belligerent zone, only
to, with a displacement of 63,636 tons,
remain in 'her fighting line.
In a similao completion, the re-
sults as far as the Japanese navy is
concerned, show as follows:
Battleships, 2; displacement, 27,757.
Cruisers, 4 ;displacement, 12.733.
Other kinds, 4; displacement, 4.797.
Destroyera, 2; dis'placem'ent, 738.
This makes a toltal of 12, with a
tonnage of 46,025.
Simian; ng up thr entire naval situa-
tion in detail, it appears that the Jap-
anese force of 76 vessel,, with a dis-
placement of 274,184 tons, has sunk
or captured 64 ships with a total diss
placement of 289,778 tons. It is true
that this includes the sihps which the
besiegers' guns at Port Arthur help-
ed to disable, but it was owing to the
exertions of the Japanese fleet that
these ships were driven into Port
Arthur and held prisoners .there.
Japanese Naval Increase.
Another important point is that
whereas the Japanese have 1051 12
ships, with a total displacement of
46.025 tons, they have captured and
added to their navy seven vessels
representing 4,486 tons. Nor is this
all. Already at Port Arthur the bat-
tleship Peresviet, 12,764 tons, and the
armored cruiser Bayan, 7,800 tons,
have been raised and at Chemulpo the
protected corsair Varian 6,500 tons.
Other ships wilt also he raised, but
even with the addition of these three,
the Japanese navy emerges with a
displacement of 25,435 tons greater
than it had when the war commenc-
ed, whereas the Russ an navy has
been practically annihilated.
In addition it should be remember-
d that there have been added to the
Japanese mercantile marine 49 ves-
sels with an aggregate displacement
of over 110.000 tons. It may be ob-
served that in no case has a' non-
combatant vessel been sunk by the
Jipaneae navy.
MAYFIELD NOTES.
(Mayfield Messengo 26th.)
Mk. Tom Green, who is sick at his
home at Green's mill, is reported no
better. .
Wiese% Jimmie Maria of Hickman
county, and Clara Watts, of Milburn,
who have been the guests of Mrs.
Taylor Field, sent to Padircaih yes-
terday.
Mr. W. G. Minton went to Padu-
cah Friday to attend the bedside of
his son- n-law, J. H. Scott, and little
grand-daughter, Rhoda Elizabeth,
who are quite sick.
Dr. Rozzelf was called to Proars-
burg to see two negro children who
were sick, and says they have well-
developed cases of scarlet fever, and
that one of them is in a serious con-
dition. They are children of Jack
Pryor.
Rev. J. H. Roberts and wfe, with
their bright children, are out from
Paducah for a visit amongst old
friends. The Rev. Roberts conducts
the Third quarterly conference of the
hiethaxlist year on Monday evening.
There was a large crowd of people
in the city Saturday in the interest of
the great fight being made for the
farmers who raise tobacco.
The work during the week has re-
sulted in getting about 2,000 acres
-.4-Ascribed, Which, 'when added to the
2,000 that had already been subscrib-
ed make a total of 4n00 acres of
Graves county tobacco which is now
subscribed to the association, or
about 3o per cent. of the total acre-
age of the county.
Tickled Him.
The major found Remus sprawled
out in the blazing sunshine.
"You don't seem to mind the heat,
Reanius?"
"No, sah, et jes' suits ane. De hot-
tah et is de sweetah de melon grow."
"But don't your garden stiffer?"
"Ntiffin' in deli now, sah, but ta-
ter*. Like to see et so hot dey'tio
roast right in de ground en den At
wouldn't hab de trouble of latrldin' a
flab to rook dem."—Chicago News.
A JUNGLE "INFAIR:
114 A•COUN'Pr 
less than 
a ta southern linarstin,7!
malaod a rural sootiest whialt the people ta
the tows, designated aa the "jungle." a tarn
ef oontumely handed down from a petted
whoa this portion of the county was isolated
Lim le roads and covered with denseThe lases" fell behind in the
mai of progre. The farm waren nee
mad th,1a.mi teatime& on Saadis when
theirsopzple en the prairie rode ta "spriag
or owned booes.. There was eas
prevailingstele of arehitecture, which is still
tregzit1y seen, the square log house with
sae room and • boxed up kitchen at the aide.
The lighta streaming through the oao
wisdom showed such decorations ea the
walls as a, shotgun and rifle, the horn pew-
der flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
at the hunt, while on winter•eveninas the
glewthirefireliaht from the cavernous fire-
w shadows in and out among theplies
toons_ of dons, a dried pumpkin, sad
"middlin's" inspendeckfrom the rafters.
The house in which Easier Lane was bora
etood to a small cleared space in the heart
of the 'jungle." Her, she grow to wamele
hood with no wider experience with the outs
side world than the weekday walk to the
mama village, and an annual journey to eke
scanty seat in fair time.
Her dna hardship came to her at the gra
of six, when she must trudge each day fog
miles to the district school. But who'd
days in the "jungle" were 2000 eve!, the boys
genies the most of du "wheelie biomass
Ike girls married sad had no me for it.
There were no bachelor maid.s in the "Jim
,le." Marriage was • certainty about whin
that could be no doubt.
Hata Lane being what the natives it the
"jungle" called a "good, smart girl." IS
wan expected ska would mks • good match.
If the Lans hem* was mere picturesque
than some of its neighbors it was Moines
Hester's hand trained the morning glory
vines ova the window in summer and hi/
Lb. woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy-
hocks and privets featlers. Tin pane
and pails shone nowhere else with each
rightness and luster as they did.. that
beach outside the keit:len door. Beaded
Hester had pieced more patchwork gents
as the long winter evenings than any ear
girl In ahe "jangle," where • feather bed
and bedding and • cow was the dowry every
bride wee expected to bang to her Imo
band.
Hester had her choice betweim
Bludsosas ocin William and "Jan" Guhlaa
whose father was the leg land owner ta
the "jungle" arid could set off ten aerie
for the young people to start out with. Bo
bog a prudent-minded young woman, Hew
ter took "Jim" and the wedding day wee
set for Oetorber.
Squire ilaidsoe, who had "tied the knee
In every marriage ceremony whisk ha/
taken place in the "Nagle" few a desatin
offleiated, and supplenamted the
.
with such solemn advice as he deemed it
for the young people to take. A
wedding in the "jungle' was a cadet affair,
the real celebration being the "intake" on the
fellowtng day, when taa Feting husband teak
his bride to his father's house
Tim and proud Hester looked as she
sat beetle "Jim," on the front seat of the
now wagon in her "Wan" Cress of "sky
Wm detains," trimmed with white lam es
the ruffles, and her last season's hat rie
deograted with fresh ribbon bows. This
g.m4 away costume represented the savings
ea as sells of rep and butter above the
family traceries for many weeks. It was
"handmade," too, • sowing machine see
bong one of the lax:arise of the Las
Zarb' as tarry were, the "lean" etan
were arriving before them. The chairs
were arranged in a semicirele around the
revs. aid "Jim" and Rester eat down
sear the open door. The company, the
elder amalten firma eame forward one by
sae and •alseek them by the hand and
lowed their congratulation... There was
los: on. laird in which the good wish'q
odd be conveyed. "I whit you much toy,*
repeated each neighbor, solemnly, sal eel
lows again. The, the;it wait games In ths
reern, the guests staring blankly ot the
bride and groom, who relieved their em
!arraignment by *dame] whispers te sack
ether.
divested the festivities of the "
Whoa the jests and witty sayingellurnetdes)
were exhausted some of the older folks be
ana rendalgoesaing it former middies m
diem
"It's curlew how the world does Amin'
said Uncle "Jimmy' Taylor. He and his
wife, "Anat Laura," were the
of the "angle." 'You young folks
sea married and mart out hi the world
sewadare don't know what hard themes:a
Toler, lumber to door you: house with,
sad a rook stove, and you can bey bode
an/ ehalre and table already made. It
Inman so 50 years ago, when Lars and I
get kftehod.
"Lam lived at old Keskaakia. Hs.
Mks load come ever se to the Illinois aids
ben Eantuclsr, and I, being a roving shag
ad tired a/Tennessee hills, turned up thine
one day and went to work for httn. $eell
log was all des* by hand ta those days, om4
Laura helped in the corn planting. We fell
In love and were married_ One day snag
that I took Lure up behind me en • berms
mad with e.11 our worldly goods tied la a
bin.dle we started out to seek Ger lorilliej
we reached the 'jangle," and nip
la a sew mantra, We never 
s 
pieta of land and built a cabin. I =deal
the furniture with my own hands, and Leo
socked we the eoals in the fireplace. I had
Is go to ft. Louis for almost everrthing
La those days, and Lava staid elan, In tha
wilderness, bat the Tertian/ were goes, mid
there wasn't anything more chingerous is
the woods than varmints and wildcats.'
"And er• (tidal have Utah' dinners he
Show tare," said `Jim's' father. We bset
Whey and edam, which we shot In the
wools, and for saki and pie we bad good
not polies baked in the male on the hearth.
'Jim's' mother didn't have • store-be
wedding dress like Hester her, but
limey erodes,- she woys herself and
the wool for Its too. There witan't no
hats in them dam the girl war proud who
amid pet • bit ea Mho to maks a miabese
lea*
There would lova been mere narked MN
good old days when simplicity refoesd at
eredding •I but the meat mud kir/
rrayexi4e 
the 
e n Own the 01;11‘‘aa"Jaird 
bedss
the a w 
maretelly hare and piled en a peony On
sa the ten sores were In their smi
I new home was ready in the
'bathe smelting "Bill" Modem,
iseesd salter, to show that be sh se
Illorffl, brought his fiddle sad lbws was s
aoe in gel awe hoes=t66.111000122211P
and the wedding were WIN.
Jim" and fleeter st,fil the ha Ohs
leregle," Ind the littlp -lewd lose (AM
added tett, sad a seat=faase
well-kept orchard
the
bate
and ths
will sem eolYiti='
NitippluessoatioeChimat
KID OF ANcEurr iirrsou.
Weems at trilliamusbeve, grab
earth IlIkat Appoints to Re
Sid Mosmsnly Viantoint.
What seemed to be tragmeaW oe •
Magnetic iron meteor, which may lava
deseended to the earth eentarioa ago,
was discovered the other day by some
laborers who are excavating a eellas
it Knickerbocker avenue. at Caracas
street. Williamsburg. N. Y. The din
'every was med. at a depth of 40 fee%
NI being necessary to remove a Wilde
feet high before ghe sidewalk level was
reached.
Upon reaching a tern-foot depth ix
the cellar excavation the men came
span the hard substance, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its
extraordinary weight, however, made
them examine it more elesely, and
when they cut into a large piece of
the matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of iron ore beneath •
surface several inches deep of larch
sued yeffow clay.
The search was extended furthest
and the men mins upon a perfectly
formed apes head and also a raies
bead. All the matter was turned avow
to Prank N. Schell, the contraater,
who will transfer the relics to soma
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. SetteIC
"that when this meteor fell, perhaps
senturies ago it struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. Ttta$
the pieces are all ancient is evident
from the hard yellow *lay witteh
sonata each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
lato.Saving Dentin. 01 astoota1 Pinta
t•5. Innen. on Soma of tko
Warships.
The navy department Is previdtag
some of the warships sena a new life
raft, says a WashInnton epeolal to
the New York World. It consists it
an elliptical eopper tube ediewhat
flattened, with air
-tight isesapara
seents, strengthened by Ins. The
tube fa incased in cork wound wish
eaneaa and made absolutely water
fdieht. Attached to this float la a
rope netting throe feet deep, froze
whisk la suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
eat the inner side el the teat 'rola
Ones whish travel on lashiags, e
that the bottom rads 'et A* propel
position, no matter whisk iii0 of the
Seat falls upon the water when it
is throws overboard. II lees not ra
mare te be righted. adjusted ow
earned about; lt la ready for service
am isouresi it statkes the wams
Owe are attached to the *Mae of the
Ow* to propel It when it is *coupled.
persons canned get on this
matt to sink tits sad, wane the life
beat. It cannel en founder,
am, like a raft, go to please against
the sides of a ship.
The war department in eansidertag
the advisability it equipping army
transports with the same oort ad
lest.
NAUTICAL SCHOOL AT MANILA.
lanai 0111otalo to Do avorseklas Tor.
to s. i.e..... glardow,s,
of Cho institution.
Naval offledals at Manila antesd to de
everything possible for this 'access of
the nautical school at that place. This
Institution woe inherited from the
Spanish government.. It has been in
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
United States navy, who was reeently
detached fr m that duty and ordered
home for eomplicity in certain irreg.
ular business relatirus wt.% army sub.
sistenoe ofSoers at afanila. Another
officer has been pleeed In charge of the
institution.
The school offers a free education te
residents of the Philippine islands in
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform the duties of
master, and oaken' of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the education is chief-
ly of a technical and a professional na-
ture, the studeete also are given broad
and liberal Instruction in the general
hiraachea of mathematics, geography 
grammar, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
wheel with a practice ship to corns
lane praatleal with theoretical lustros
nen in navigation, seamanship, and
the general riainirementa of the pro-
fession for wlifeh the students sirens
be prepared.
Wtroettoo TolostroPlur 1., Wirlika••••
APIIT Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
rut in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatoh from Waehinip
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer-
ican men of war wilth• system of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap.
propriation la obtained he will reeom
mend he system to be adopted for tha
naval service.
Believing that Commander Riehardle
son Clover, naval attache la Londes.
Is deeply *coupled with his current
work, the rear admiral has evens-
mended to Secretary Long that • ware-
less telegraph eupert be seat as Ear
Wed to represent the navy in the
trials of the two new systems 114.
adopted by Lloyd's weedy.
Illesottateit, on Now Took ConelP0S.
Electricity for the New York Cen-
tral railroad, at least to equip its
dam from the city's limits to the
Grand Central Nation, ie more thas
a pose/bitty of the near !attire. It is
said that an electric engine, in many
ad its details unlike anything sow ha
mortise. has bee* parfeeted, end the*
It will seen have a trial. It Its son
isms Is ea great as Is 'redid!, stomas
payer may pass from the Grand IMO
sealfion before January 1, UM
nate* et alleneseta Parma &eat
Minnesota farm lands Davi 11/0.
-hawed snore than 104 per ent.,
ohm duties tke Pawl seven 1011111.
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. 22nd, 1905.
South Bound. No. tor
Leave Cincinnati  
  8:20 a.m
Leave Louisville 
 13:20 p.m.
Leave Owensboro 
Leave Horse Branch;
Leave Central City .....
Leave Nortonville 
Leave Evansville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Princeton
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducals  
Arrive Fultorr 
3:40 p.m.
3:55 Pm:
4:37 Pan.
5:35 p.m. I
 Riao p.m.
d:45
7:55 VIII.
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn. 
 8:31 p.m
Arrive Rives 
 8:39 P.m
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis 
 ret:30
Arrive New Orleans  it :oo a.m.
No. 103 No. tat
6:oo p.m
9:40 p.m. 7 :25a.tn.
1 6:.o pan.
12:08 ant I. 11:05a.m.
:03 a.m. I 12 :30pan.
1:40 am. I :28a.m.
4:40 p.m. 8:30a.m.
It :ma.m.
2:27 a.m. I ; 2:35p.m.
3:40 a.m. 4:1512-111-
3:45 a•rn- 4:20p.M.
4:50 amt :oop.tn..
5:17 a.m.
5:23 a.m.
7:15 am.
8:15 a.m.
p.m. 8:30p.en.
North Bound. No. 102
Leave New- Orleans
 7:10 p.m
Leave hicingobis 
 6:so a.m.
Leave Jackson, Tenn. 
 .
Leave Rives 
 9:42 a.m.
Leave Gibbs 
 
 9:48 a.m.
Leave Fulton 
 to:to a.m.
Arrive Paducah 
 t x ;20 Lill.
Leave Paducah 
 II:25 a.m.
Arrive Princeton 
 12:39' p.m.
Arrive HopleinsviTie , 3:50 p.m.
Arrive Evansville 
 6:25 pan.
Arrive Nortonville 
 I:28 p.m.
Arrive Central City ; 2:05 p.m.
Arrive Horse 'Branch 
 3:00 p.m.
Arrive Owensboro 
 4:55 Pan
5:35 net
9:15 pm. 
ArriveLouisville 
Arrive Cincinnati 
No. tog No. in
9:1805015 p.nt.
•••,...•••
11:58 p.m.
9:15 p.m. I......
12:35 a.m. ' frooa.m.
:43-1 a.m. 7:4oasn.
:48 a.m. 7:50aan.
3:03 a.m. 9:29a•m
9:40 a.m.
' 9:45 aan-,
3:51 a.m. 10:35a..m.
•
4:30 2.11/. It :30aart.
5:13 a.m. ' 12:55p.m.
8:t5 a.m. ' 4 :559-111-
I 7:50 ain. 4:55P.01-
1 :53 11.111.
(North Boand)
Na. 306.
Lv. Pedbcah.... ta:aop.m.
Ar. Carbondale .  4 :251:sm-
Ar. Chicago .... • 5 :3oa en.
Ar. St. Louis.... 8:o5p.m.
LOUIS
No. 374-
4 =P.=
8 :aopain.
8:o5ani.
7:o8a.m.
Lv. St. Louis....
Lv. Chicago...4 2:5oa.m.
Lv. Carboadrake . 11:40a m.
Ar. Paducsh.... 3:35p.m.
DIVISION.
(South Bound
No. 30s.
7:45a.rn.
Lv,
Las
Ar,
Le.
Ar.
Ar.
Ar.
Hopkinsville
Princeton..
Paducah....
Paducah....
Cairo 
St. Louis.., 
Chicago 
, CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE LINE.
(North Bound.) (South
tot-8ot 135-835
11:aoa.m. 6:40a.rn. Tar. Chicago....
2:35p.m. 7:45a.m. Lv. St. Louis ...
4:13pan. 9:15a.m. Lv. Cairo 
7 =gun. g lease. Ar.
5009.m. Ar. Princeton  ,
9:30p.m. Ar. Hopleinerille
8:35P m•
7:ollant
8:o5a.m.
No. 375-
9:409 111-
6 oop.m.
7:o5a.m.
!MOO.=
  - —
Boun).)
122-822 I36-836
6:20pata 9:45a.m.
9:40p M. 2' t5p.m.
6:cos m 6•20c) in.
7 :45a.rn. 8 :top an.
7s)::soa..m. . sp.rn.m
m 
 
 
rr.00p.m.
Trains marked thus el run deity except Sunday. At) other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and 104 curry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains ma and 102 sleepers between Lotrisoilie.
Niemphis and New Orleans. 'Drains Stu and 832 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis, For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Padtscab, Ky.
GEO., C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Pailticah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A, Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis', Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago,
C. C. 3CCARTY, D. P. it, St. Louis, Vas
Special Sale
On , Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE SMALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS, ARE SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY Baia PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, toe, t5c, 20C
AND UP TO Sinop PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. N.EW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFTRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAP&..ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF HEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. CALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C.C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Full Supply of The New School
Books at Harbour's Book Department
WE HAVE W,HAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW WHAT YOU
WANT.
It is pretty II understood that you can buy your school books and
suppliei frotn us t a better advantage than from any other store in Pa-
ducah. Rawhide of customers believe this sad tell the! 1*i/tads abOut
it. Why not try us once? Bring us your old school books. We bay
everyone t has any value. 
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THE WEBER
 TOWER
WILL BE TALLEST STRUCTURE
EVER BUILT BY MAN.
Marvelous Achievement in Architec-
ture—Surpasses Eiffel Tower—
Height, 1,23o Feet.
Original always, and in all things,
New York is soon to have the od-
dest amusement enterprise on the
face of the earth in the shape of a
tower taller than any structure in
the world and equipped with a larger
variety of combined entertainments
and utilities than anything that has
ever exist4d for the edification of the
• millions who are constantly and hun-
grily seeking new pleasures.
Called "The Weoer Tower," after
its designer, Carl Weber, one of the
best known experts in the matter of
tall steel-concrete constructions, the
building will be unique in many ways,
and when it has been erected, either
in one of the parks-of Manhattan or
in some equally prominent spot, it
to will unquestionably be one of the
foremost attractions of the nsetropo-
kis.
Is the first ptace, it will reach the
enormous height of 1.250 feet, just
258 feet taller than the Eiffel tower
of Paris, and more than twice as tall
as the Washington monument, which,
with 555 feet, is the 'highest perma-
nent structure in the world. It will
so far overtop everything in New
York that cotnparrson is idle, the
Park Row building, which now holds
pre-eminence, being only 382 feet
high, and the St. Paul building, rank-
ed second, haying only 308 feet. In
Europe, after the Dffel tower, there
is only the Ulm cathedral, with 528
feet, but this im excelled by the City
Hail in Philadelphia, with mg feet.
•Heght alone, however, will not be
the chief recommendation of the We-
ber tower. It win be a skyscraper
of universal invitation. If you are
a business man you will be able to
rent offices inside its lean but lofty
stretches. If you want an evening's
frohc you will be escorted to the
hghest roof garden in the world,
eleven hundred feet above the side-
walk, which is so high that every oth-
er roof garden will look like a pigmy
patch of light without foyer& or sub-
stance. If you are an astronomer
you will find all the paraphernalia for
the study of the heavens at such close
range that you will hardly need a
telescope. And above all, there will
be the necessary precautions to pre-
vent you jumping off if you are one
of those persons who get that im-
o pulse whenever they reach the top of
a high place.
Although virtually nothing has
been known of this reinarkabl pro-d ject except by those most intimately
associated with it, the plane have so
far progressed that in all lkelihood
it will be an accomplished fact in a
reasonable time. Several of the most
influential cap tabus in New York
have taken it up and have been in
much impreased with it that the vast
*um required for it is practically
ready, and actual work will prObably
begin before the winter sets in. So
thorritisitily ha* the scheme been
worked out that the 1S4vole structure
can be completed and ready for toe
within a year after the beginning of
the operation.
In design the tower will be entire-
ly novel. Its main part is to be cyl-
indrical, in the form of a shaft of
ra thirty-five feet inside diameter, the
lower three hundred feet re-inforced
by a system of ribs, while the largest
outside diameter will be r.so feet. Bal-
conies kir the accommodation of
visitors will be provided at various
heghts, and the highest plattrwriv •c-
cesisible to the pubic will he 1,2cso
leaohove the street level, wherewill be space for as many as
tlioo people at one tune.
According to present plans, eight
elevators wilt be run in the main shaft
with a capacity of about 1,25o per-
sons every hour. The main platform.
however. where there will be a roof
garden that can be enclosed when
•A the necessity aitses, will be eleven
hundred feet high. Here there will
be refreshment stands, a poreoffice.
telegraph offices, public telephones,
toilet rooms and about everything
else that modern exigencies demand,
41 while well-informed vides will be in
attendance to point °in and explain
the wonderful views from every side
and to furnish field gl a 
 when re-
quired. Another novel feature will be
provision for a United States weather
observatory, whfeh will be higher
than any now in use, as well as sev-
eral rooms applicable to private sci-
entific research.
From the base of the tower up to
the three-hundred foot balcony there
will be eighteen stories, some of
rethich svitl be utilised for office Nor
poses, and some for entertainmetit.
rirliere will be ample room for a the-
ater, as well as for a mamma and.
other exhibitions,. As a matter of
fact, half a doezn distinct entertain-
ment enterprises may be included in
this great apace without conflict. 'The
second floor, however, will be reserv-
ed for a restaurant of the first class,
with about ten thousand feet of floor
space, and, of course, the most up-to-
date itnprovetianta in the way of
comfort and decorative effect
On the lOwer Gore there will be
'storm but only such as will be in
harmony with the purposes of the
14
•
•
O
4t,
ent-re edifice, and here also will be
located the electric machinery for
the operation of the elevators and
the power for the light, heat, venti-
lation apparatus and so on, although
this will be of such magnitude that
a pact of it will go below the ma n
stairway.
Although details of the architectu-
ral ornamentation have not yet been
perfected, it is promised that the en-
trances especially will be extraord:-
nalrily elabotate, with/ marble col-
umns, spacious stairways, promenades
reception rooms and other features of
luxury and splendor. So far as may
be possible this effect of riches will
be striven for from the base of the
building to the top of the tower.
'Whatever other attractions the
building may contain, the top of it
will be the greatest, by reason of the
immense height and the magnificent
Y.ew to be had there, to say nothing
of the quality of the air in any kind
of weather. Before the eyes of the
spectator stationed there will lie the
whole city of New York, the Atlan-
tic ocean as far as the sighs can
reach, the Hudson river and the sur-
rounding country to a distance of
two hundred and fifty miles. It has
been estimated that the view will take
in a territory of twenty thotr.and
square ,miles of the best known, most
beautiful and expensive land in the
world.
AN the year round the tower will
be open and the elevators w II begin
to run one hour before sunrise and
continue until midnight. The upper
floors, however, probably will be
utilized as club rooms, in which case,
of course, members will have access
at all tanes.
Moral Cowardice of the Tip..
, (Baltimore Sun.)
It now appears that a concerted
movement has been started,in Chica-
go to put an end to tipping. There
is no reason why such a reform
should not be initiated in the me-
tropolis of the west, although many
people are not disposed to take that
city very seriously. Should the Chi-
cago revolution succeed it will spread
in time to every other city in this
country. All that is needed to make
it a success is moral, not physical,
courage. In the great majority of
cases the payment of tips is not due
to the conviction that the person
who tipped deserves the reward,
but proceed,' from a sort of moral
cowardice—from the fear that unless
the tip is given an accusation of sting-
iness may result. This ,of course, is
wrong. Whatever the custom may be
in Europe,-.it is certs-n that in the
United States nobody is under any
sort,
 
of obligation to give tips. A 
 
man gives full money value for what
he buys. Why should he give more?
Vslhy should he be compelled to give
a present of money .in addition to the
person who has acted as agent for
the seller, especially when the cost of
the agent's services hi included is the
original purchase?
Deep Sea Foe of Cables.
On the coasts of China, Brazil and
elsewhere In tropical seas cables are
found bitten by saw unknown fish
which seems to resent thew evidence,
of human agency in its native depths.
Whatever this creature may be, it has
fearful jaws, and can penetrate to
great depths. Between Zanzibar and
Nfozarribique a cable was p eked up
from a depth of soo fathoms—nearly
half a mile—literally crushed by the
terrible molars of this monster.
But the worse enemy of the deep
sea cable, is the teredo navalis, the
boring worm which abotmd every-
where in the shal)ows, which by per-
forating the rota-pert-ha sheathing
causes a leakage of current.
The only way in Which it has been
possible to defeat these indus-
trious insects is to bind brass- tape
round the outside of the gutta-percha.
The extra expense and consequent
loss of profit Is easily imaginable.
Sone idea of the serious aide of
the cable repair, from a financial
point of view, may be estimated from
the fact the a steamer evpecistly
equipped for mending • trans-at/antic
cable costs $roso a day, Some ca-
ble tweaks have cost $soo,000 to re-
pair.
How Chinese Women Walk and
Dress.
The Chinese lady of high degree
never allovii herself to be seen in
OW*, her only glimpse of the outside
world being obtained through the cur-
talus of her sedan chair in which she
is 'hurriedly borne along the streets
of a city.
But the wife of the well-to-do
tradesman may often be not ted in
the streets of the capital, invariably
accompanied .by her maid of "wraith."
tier ridiculously cramped feet cause
her gait to resemble closely that of
the little clockwork figures with
vstsich we are familiar, and her ex-
pression is, *anything, more vacant.
The ehineee debutante. is a quaint
sight in gal* costume. Her face is
stiffened and whitened till it resern-
like papier maehe, her hair is twisted
1into a damp knot and is covered withevery variety of quaint and showyornament.She edges her entered green tram-ere with a black risoutaing band, done
a silk tunic of the most vivid vhade
of mauve, and puts a finish to this
brilliant costume by a huge silk col-
liar in some other showy hee.—,Pear-
son's Weekly.
. 
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The Texas pecan crop will break
the elee°ed. .... 1, ...: . I .t4.
ARMY OF MEN
WORKING NEAR VVICKLIFFE
ON ROADBED FOR I. C.
One of Largest Grading Contracts
Ever Let Being Pushed to
Completion.
Over soo men are at work near
Wickbffe on what is said to be the
largest grading contract ever made
in one place, says the Cairo Bulletin.
The work is being (lone by the W. C.
Over Construction company for the
Iffinois Central.
IThe entire work is in one strip five
miles long and a cut is made through
the Fort Jefferson hill which is nine-
ty-siit feet deep.
The grading starts north of Wick-
liffe about a mile and extends through
the town to about four miles south
of Wickliffe.
The work was 'started last No-
vember and is about ha/If-competed.
The purpose of the new route is to
make a new line back from the M'is-
sisiippi river at Wickliffe, where the
water has washed the land away time
after time.
There are six steatri shovels of the
Mlarion type in use at the works, the
dippers of each shovel bolding three
yards of dirt. 'There are over 150
dump cars which are used to convey
the dirt. These cars are hauled by
the company's own engine, of which
there are eight, all of standard gauge.
Each dump car holds six yards of
dirt, so it only requires two lifts of
the shovel to fill one car, and a train
of ten cars can be loaded in seven
minutes.
These cars are made by Mr. Oliver
at his shops at Knoxville, Tenn., and
are of the latest pattern, 'having are
bnakes and other late improvements.
At the camps he has his own
blacksmith shops and three tool cars.
When the work is completed over
ffoo,000 yards of dirt will have been
moved. Mr. Oliver has his own coin-
missilery, having four dirrng cars and
two kitchen cars.
One has no idea the amount of
provisions that is required to feed
soo men three tines a day. Every-
thing around the coranissary presents
the neatest appearance
The enene work is under the sup-
eryision of Chief Engineer J. H. Hon-
eycutt, who has had twenty years'
experience in raikoad building.
OUR FIRST NAVAL HERO.
How He Defied the Yellow Fever
and Won His First Command.
In an attack on the life of John
Peel Jones, America's first naval he-
ro, Lyon Tew Sprague, in The Out-
ing, slays: Returning house from the
West Indies after his voyages as a
slaver, the yellow fever broke out on
the ship on which he had taken pass-
age. The captain and mate died, the
crew was reduced to a few sick men,
but John Paul, defying the fever as
he defied every' enerniy, would never
go below, except to aid the suffering,
but spent his days in the riggng. In
the end he took cormnand of the ship
and brought her to port wetty a crew
of five men. The owners of the brig
allowed his summary salvage and
made him master of their finest hall-
rigged ship. As captain of this ves-
he made three full voyages from
Whitethaven, her home port, to Vir-
ginia and the West Indies, It was
on one of these voyage, that, having
a difficulty with a burly, mutinous
Mulatto of the crew, he knocked the
man down with a belaying pin. Some
weeks after the man died, and Cap-
tain Pan), on his return to Whiteha-
men, was arrested for murder. This
incident was fisvorabla made of by a
doss of English writers who were
fond of portraying Paul Jones as
merely a ruthless pirate„ a brigand of
the sea. But an English jury sum-
marily acquitted him. He testified in
hi a own behalf wink the frankness
and fearlessness of Ke nature. When
asked if be had not used vaire force
than was necessary to preserve dis-
cipline, he answeved: "May it please
this honorable court, I may say that
it became necessary to strike a mu-
tinous sailor. Whenever 'it becomes
necessary for a commanding officer
to strike a seaman, it is also fleece-
sary to strike with a weapon. I may
say that the necessity to studoe car-
ries with it the necessity to kill or
completely disable the mutineer. I
had two braces of loaded pistols in
my belt and could easily have shot
him. I struck 'him with a belaying
pin in preference, because I hoped I
might subdue him without killing
him." Liter in life Paul Jones threw
overboard the cat o' nine tails on
every 'American war vessel he took
commeand of, and treated his fighting
Mikes witty a regard and coosidera-
tion unknown in those rough times.
LURED TO HOUSE
BY ROEtarlt BAND
'fleveland, O., Augst 26.—Upon
mitering a hoax to which he had been
called to attend a person said to be
critically ill, Rev. Benedict Roseinski
of SI. Stanislav% Cathrilk chureir 'was
today set upon by two men and a
woman and robbed of $1.000 in cask
hod two checks for /leo° each. The
police have made three arrests 'as eon-
neetion with the ease. 1.
The Louisville
Evening Post,
An Independent Newspaper at the
Rate of Only25e PER MONTH BY MAIL.
A department for everybody.
FAIREST EDITORIALS,
BEST POLITICAL ARTICLES,
BEST MISCELLANY,
BEST SHORT STORIES,
BEST BOOK REVIEWS,
BEST CHILDREN'S PAPER,
BEST HOME NEWS,
BEST CONDENSED NEWS,
BEST MARKET REVIEWS,
BEST OF EVERYTHING.
PRICE BY MAIL:
ONE YEAR • $3-02SIX MONTHS 
 lhoo
THREE MONTHS fir.af
ONE MONTS 
 50(Sample copy if you wish.
Address Circulation Dept.,
THE EVENING rbasa, -Louisville, KY.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Uphoistering, Mat-
tress Renovating and Fine Repair-
ing. We store, pack and ship fur-
niture on short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.,
215 to 2Ig South Third street.
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
109 1-2 North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Commercial and Co-operative
Business a Specialty.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law-
Rcans 13 and za Columbia Building
Old Phone tog.
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms so, ir and is, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Will practice in all courts of Ken-
tucky and Illinois.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
zoo NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Mimes 35.5
Office hours 8 to io a. m., i to 3
p.m. and 7 tO 9 p. m.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
ear Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 3s.
Paducah. Katiecky.
smogs 
 
—Wham its Want of—
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, TM.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith-
ing Call en
J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
319 Xeamiciry g36-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS. -
Both Phones 695—Rooms so; and 304
Fraterity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Phone 196, soo 1-2 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY,
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at
-Law.
R0002 No. & Colombia
 ..•••11•010
BALI elaittim14,) Orchestra
Phone sg6, red.
f"441/03/5Eftriillielf/11101/11/111/0111111
For perfection and purity smoke
lift Dream set. *PC 
 
EXCURSIONS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, good table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. m.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
StoVes and
FUrr2itbre.
Buy anything and sell everything.
218-220 Court Street. Old phone 1316.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Thos B. McGregary,
Benton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone t14. Old Phone 303.
ANY MAN MAY
create an estate in an hour that would
require a long life to earn otherwise,
by protecting his life in the North-
western Mutual Life, the best corn-
pany in America.
C.B. Hatfield
General Manager.
Very Low Rates
Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway frost
points on its lines for the following
special occasions:
Richmond, y a.—Farmers' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting lines
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. IL TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A,
Louisville, Ky.
G. B. ALLEN. A. G. P. A., SL
Louis, Mo.
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Crittenden Springs
...HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
zoo Room Motel—High and Dry sod
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTINO, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
' 'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 29 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURY EAR,
ATTORNEY -AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
 
 
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
6REEN 6RAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
acil Broadway to log South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
ers.
J. IC. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLER
WM. ILARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller,
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms r, a and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 t-a Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 3z.
DR W. C. ENDANICS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone
Residence, 819 -Broadway.
Phone tag.
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phon to4i Red.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, tato
Nort hlrifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence too Clay:. Old Phone 1692
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has $tymies
worth of city property for sale
thirty-five farms: also three safes.
Houses for rent.
Telephooe. old. Mg.
D. 0. rIARK
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. ICY.
General Practice.
208-210 Fraternity Building.
Office also Park Bleg, Mayfield Ky.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUICHEART BUILDING.
120. Both phone s88 at the office, both
phones aao at residenc., Office hours
7 to 9 a. M.; Ito 3 p. m., 7 to g p. ISL.
Office phase 231, Residence phone 474
Viornon Blythe -
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON;
Rooms s04-6 Fraternity Building.
A. S. DAEINEY,
--DENT 1F1—
, rnmafture arnawas.
H. T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Roddeoce es. Moe ea
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
11•••
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Shave Youriedir
And Save $37.00 'a Year.
3 Shaves a week, 15e.
3 Hours a week, we. .
52 weeks at 75c . . .
We sell and guarantee
Saftey Razor .
Strop . .
Soap Stick
;Brush .
Ias Mr. H .R. Bright, of Lexington, is
sot. here on a visit.
ABOUT THE PEOPLE
75c.
•839-00
the
. $1. oo
50
. • 75
• 
. 25
$2.00
Saved .837.00
No barber's itch, no contagious dis-
ease.. Agents Gillet Safety Razor.
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG. STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city..
Phones No. it3o.
CC.Z. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Tuesday Morittng, Aug. 29, 1905.
LOCAL NEWS
Call Jar the 'Nue. School Lists"
at Harbour's Book Dept.
The Kentucky Realty Co., zo8 Fra-
ternity Building. Old phone 851.
Buy your school books and sup-
plies early at Harbour's Book Dept.
Mrs E. L Whitesides, osteopath,
bog 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1434
and New 76z.
—The bodge of Eagles will meet
tomorrow night and all members are
urged -to be present. Initiatory work
is to be done.
--Charles Murphy, of South Tenth
street, had a hand badly injured at
the Rex Manufacturing company's
plant yesterday:
• —C. A. Torrence, the grocer, has
reported that his dark bay horse
was missing from his stable at Eighth
and Harrison streets.
—Thomas Agnew was fined $5 in
Justice Jesse Young's court yester-
day for a breach of the peace that
occurred at Milkken's mill.
—While at Wallace park Sunday
afternoon City Jailer Tom Evitts lost
a pocketbooic containing Ix() and re-
ceipts horn the lodge of Eagles.
—The pastor of the First Baptist
church requests all members of his
c*uch ito attend prayer meeting at
church Wednesday evening at 8
o'clock_
—The horse show directors did not
bold a meeting last. night but will
convene Thursday night to outline
definite plans and receive the report
of the program corruninee.
—Mr. George Jones, a former coun
(-denim but now a typical farmer of
the Mason's Mill section, was in the
rity yesterday and stated that there
was lots oi slickness in his neighbor-
Ixaod of the malaria order.
tti
r—The pleasantly cool weather
)snati started in last week lasted un-
yeaterday diorenoon, when the at-
mosphere bn to rise and the af-
'ter-noon was close and warm. Last
- ht was calm and mild, but today
vo,i no doubt he Aimilar to yesterday.
:There seems to be another spell of
'warm weather in name for this sec-
tiora but after the eclipse passes
away on Wednesday another coiol
wave is among the possibilities.
A STRANGER DIES HERE.
Expired Sunday Last at the River-
side Hospital.
, John Worth, of Bortageville, Mo.,
' who was brought*te lierneday and
4alaced in the Riverside hospital, died
Stinday. An aboess of the lungs was
the cause of his death. Ile had been
visititspr at Tolu, Livingston county,
and -was brought here for treatment.
wife and infant child, who were at
his death bed, survive. him.
The bony of Mr.Wurth will be ship
' ped at 9:30 o'clock this morning to
PawPaw. Mo.. for burial.
Lemon Chill Tonic
-LS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD -REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES.
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALTH.
FOR 'SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
1
Mr. Neal Allison, of Pryorsburg, is
in the city on business.
Mk. J. C. Darley has returned from
Chicago. .
Miss Maria Hopkins left yesterday
for a visit to Dawson.
Dr. Thomas Philkpo, of Dyctis-
burg, is in the city.
Mr. A. D. Egan, of Louisville, was
in the city yesterday.
iMr. Max Kahn has returned from
Chicago.
Mr. B. B. Scott has gone to Madi-
sonville on business.
Dr. J. D. Smith went to Eddy4iile
yesterday on business.
Mjss Lek Beadles returns today
from Wingo.
Mr. and Mks. C. G. Warren have
returnettofrom-Chicago.
Mrs. C. H. McNutt and daughter,
Nziss Alice, and Misses May and
Ethel Settle, of Mayfield, are in the
city.
Mrs. Dr. Robert Rivers and Miss
Davis left yesterday tior Smithland.
Miss Davis has been the guest of
'*Irs. Rivers ice several days
Miss Cameron Boone passed
through from Mayfield yesterday en
rout to Pt. Worth, Tex.
Miss Nell Stanfield has returned
to Denison, Texas, after visiting Mrs.
Robert Martin.
Mks. Hiram Smedley is better
after an attack of appendicitis of a
week's' duration.
Yudge Bunk Gardner, Charles Nich-
olson and Win. Housman, of May-
field, were in the city yesterday.
Mrs. C. L. Ritter and daughter,
WIllie PiXive gone to Dawson where
the latter will remain several weeks.
Mr. "Henry Lehrer will leave today
for West Brook Springs; Vinginia
on a two weeks vacation. ,
Mir. J. J. Bleich returned Sunday
from a visit to Chicago and Cleve-
land. 0.
Mr. C. K. Wheeler and Judge W.
A. Barry are in Louisville on busi-
ness.
Mr. Chas. Conn is in Cairo.
Mr. Robert Slade, of Lexington,
representins; the state bar association
is in the thy.
!Mrs. J. D. Smitt. of Dana, Ill., is
the gnestnof Mrs. J. R. Smith.
Mr. Centre Uocker, of Birming-
ham, Ky., is in the city.
Me. George Catlett, of the Princ-e
ton Leader, is in the city viewing the
state trods.
Mr, inff Beard, of the Jackson,
Tenn., ig. arrived in the city last
night for a day's visit. •
Mi. and Mrs. Blake Godfrey re-
turn today from Henson Springs,
Tenn. I
Dr. .B. B. Griffith has reterned
from Gray-son Springs.
Mr. Thomas Fuqua, of Ho pki n s -
ville, is in the city attending the en-
campment.
Miss Sadie Reeves, of Union City,
is the guest of Mrs. Harry Lukens
on Madison street.
Dr. :J.. J. Blanton, of Wards semi-
nary, Nashville, has returned home
after a several day's visit here.
Mrs. C. B. Hatfieki and daughters,
Misses Retta and Netia, are visiting
in Union county.
Mrs. W. M. Arnold was called to
St. Louis yesterday by the illness of
her sister, Mrs. M. J. Temple.
Mr. Fendoll Bennett, (_if Mayfield,
was in the city Sunday.
Miss Fannie Howell and Pearl
Knight are home from a visit to
Pars, Tenn.
Alvah Martin has returned from
a visit to PrincetoA, Ky.
Mr. J. W. Qualls, of the local I. C.
office, has returned from a week's
visit/pi Sbaughterville, Ky.
Mr. Vaughan Dabney arrives Fe.day
no visit his parents. He has been in
Springfield, Ill., with the engineering
corps of the Chicago and Alton road,
and is on his way to Lexington, Ky.,
to enter college.
Mrs. N. F. Davis, Miss Martha
Davis, Miss Henrfetta Koger and
Mr. Frank Davis have returned from
Cerulean Springs.
Mir. D. G. Phillips and wife have
returned from a trip to Dawson.
Mr:. J. A. Baur and children have
returned from DI-eon.
Dr. Vernon Blythe has returned
from Dawson.
Mrs. C. W. Lander and daughter,
Mary, of Princeton are visiting Mrs.
Lander's father, Mr. Frank Harlan.
Mr. John . Miller returned from
Chicago yesterday.
MY. R. J. Turnball and family are
visiting in Chicago. i
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Bebout this
evening at 7 o'clock will entertain at
dinner some- of Mr. Bcbout's old
 4.*"..11111.11.11111 1.01111nlienenelemneineenesileasinase,_ 
friends and associates among the of-
ficers of the Third regiment en-
camped at Camp Yeiner. Mr. Bebout
has found great pleasure in the com-
ing of the Third, for he did -soldier
time in the Spanish-American war
with many of them who still "tramp,
tramp."
Mliss Anna Settle has returned from
Chicago.
Miss Kate Wire, of Mhyfield, has
returned home after a visit to Miss
Neta Hatfield.
Messrs Gus Edwards and Edwin
Gilson have returned from Chicago.
Miss Be3sie Wilkerson last night
entertained a number of her friends,
at her home on North Fourth street
in honor of Miss Chestnut, of Smith-
land.
Mr. C. R. Bonne anti son Andrew,
of Mayfield, were in the oity yester-
day They took their first outing ou
a river by a trip across the Ohio on
the Betty Owen.
AN APPRECIATED CERENADE.
The Third Regiment Band Visits the
City and Renders Good Music.
, —
The Third regiment band of the K.
S. G., now at "Camp Yeiser," cal
which hails from' Owensboro, vistaed
the business section of the city last
night Ind rendered some excellent
selecti ns. They gave a conoert in
the Palmer House and visited the
newspaper offices. The band is corn
osed of nineteen pieces and is one
of the best in the state. They are
perfectly drilled and are also fine mu-
sicians and gentlemen. Large crowds
assembled at each place the hand
stopped tics enjoy the sweet strains
of their music. The Register ac-
knowledges with flanks and apprecia
eion a serenade from the band.
School Opening.
Mrs. John J. Dorian announces
the opening of her private school ort
Monday, September to at her resi-
dence, 503 South Fourth. This is
the fourth year of this popular
school. It is the only strictly pri-
vate sohorA in the city and it has
been a succebs from the start. The
course of study incledes all the Eng-
lish branches, Latin, shorthand and
bookkeeping. Patrons are requested
to make application as soon as possi-
ble so that all arrangements may be
made before the time for *be open-
ingrof the school. Hours 9 Ire 2, with
intermission for luncheon 3 to 5 and
7 to 9 p. re. Old phone 1478.
---Mayfield Lady Dying.
Mb. J. S. Thomas, a prominent
matron of Mayfield is gvadually si
ing and not expected to survive v.
long. She W2S badly injured s f
weeks ago by a fall, the effects of
which, and her advanced age of 77,
almost precluded recovery. She ia the
mother of Mrs. Charles Browati oaf
Paducah, who .9 at her bedsid‘l
4,•,.
More Libel Suits Filadraf
Two more libel suits were filed yes-
terday against the steamer Charles-
ton.
0. If. Miargrave, of Brookport filesl
a suit for $24.30 for material furnish-
ed. The other one was for $6.215 Med
by the Jackson foundry and machine
company of the city.
Gets a Promotion.
Mr. Ed Foster, salevman for Blanke
Coffe company, has received a promo-
tion. He has been given the whole
state of Tennessee as his territory
with an assistant- He left yesterday
for Louisville and, Lexington to work
the trade before leaning for his new
territory.
Will Resign to Remove.
M. Horace Faulkner will resign
'his position as operator for tire Pas-
tat Telegraph company and will leave
Thursday for Memphs to accept a
similar penition with a more lucrative
salary. Mr. Faulkner is a popular
young man with many friends in Pa-
dtvca'h.
Chairman Shonta, of the Isthmian
canal commiesiion, was a guest of
President Roosevelt Sunday at Sag-
amore Hill. In discussing the canal
work, he said there would he no
leaky in securing all the lalice that
was net.
Galvanized Rubber Roofing war-
ranted for steep or flat roof or over
old shingles, requires no coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co., Chi-
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
The people of St. Johns. N. F.:-finve
decided to abandon all civic festivities
in honor of Prince Louis of Batten-
berg. because *-4 his intimation that
be will remain in that city only one
night
POPULAR WANTS
WANTED--A good stenographer
and bill clerk. Address Box K, at
once, city.
WANTED—Firat-clase cook for
sniald family. Inquire at 408 Wash-
ington street. tf
FOR SALE—Store window and
door frames. Can be seen at 317
Broadway. Phone 1715 for prices.
FOR RENT—Fin-dished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring okl phone 613-4.
FOR RENT—Three downstairs
rooms, electric lights, gts, hydrant
and cistern water. Apply 513 North
Sixth.
FOR RENT—A store house and
residence above, at 1103 South Third
street. Apply at 705 Kentucky
•avenue.
FOR RENT—A seven room house
next to drug store, Third and Jack-
son street. Sewer and gas connec-
tion. D. A. Yeiser.
FOR RENT—Four-room cottage
house No. 623 Jefferson street—bath
room and toilet. Apply eto W. H.
Patterson, 514 Jefferaon street. Old
phone r346.
LOST—A child's cloak in Park
theater Sunday night Reward will
be paid tor its return to Gentry at
Piederrnan's grocery, Tenth and
Trimble streets.
FOR RENT: Second and third
floors of builiding on corner Third
and Kentucky avenue; also rooms on
first floor suitable for business of-
fice at very reasonable prices. H.
Marnarten, Jr.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, lsage recep-
tion ball, hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shads
trees. Wil sell on terms to snit pa'-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street New
phone NO. 630,
I THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
TO-NIGHT
HAPPY DULL INTRODUCES
7-/Yir
HUNTING5
• 4 IPe AfPt caN17.4A, IN THE
TOPSY TURYY MUSICAL COMEDY
IN THREE ACTS,
Own Scenery.
Own Songs.
Own Dances.
Cwn Music.
Own Ideas.
More
More
More
More
More
More
More
Catchy Music.
Pretty Girls.
Artistic Dancing.
Bright Comedy.
Originality.
Big Laughs.
Good Plot.
Than any other Mumical Comedy
—ON THE ROAD.—
Prices: 25C, 50c and 75C.
Seats on sale Monday at g a. m.
Notice to Coal Dealers.
Bids will be received for coal for'
all the school buildings. Bids asked
by the carload, also per bushel.
About VI carloads used. All coal to
be weighed on city scales. The char-
acter of coal wanted is lump and nut.
Bids must be in by September 4th.
W. H. PITCHER,
Clerk School Board.
BUILDING FOR SALE.
Bids for the building now occupied
by John B. Terrell 29 a stable en
Fifth street will be received by the
undersigned until Sept. 5.
G. R. DAVIS,
Pres. Elks' Building Ass'n.
Frank Just has added a hand-
some suite' of bath rooms to his ton-
sorial parlor. Fine shower and
needle baths, 525 Broadway, next
door to the Register office.
Subscribe for the Register.
v. 121ste.. 211.11.,
After a Day's Work
DROWN YOUR SORROW AND REFRESH YOUR
BODY WITH A GLASS OF THAT PERFECT BEER
Belvedere
Che Master Brew
IT'S AN APPETIZER AND STIMULANT—A SPARK-
LING, EXQUISITE BEVERAGE THAT MAKES EV-
ERYBODY SMACK HIS LIPS AND ASK FOR MORE
ASE FOR BELVEDERE AND INSIST ON GETTING IT
paducab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Co Celephone Subscribers.
THE FOLLOWING SUBSCRIBERS OF THE FOLSOMDALE.
TELEPHONE CO. CAN BE REACHED BY OUR SUBSCRIBERS.
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE NO CHARGE WILL BE MADE FOR
THIS SERVICE.
Anderson, Crawford,
Altiti
li
E. W.
All Over.
Il Parrot.
Birree, Chas.
Baldree, J. R.
Barger, Edward.
Carney, B. B.
Cross, W. A.
Davis. Alec.
Do J. A.
DoasIt, G. W.
R. H.
Fry, J. W.
Garton, B. F.
Garton, W. A.
Gibson, N. A.
Green, De.
Hodges, N. A.
Jones, Q. L
Mason, L. H.
Mason, Diet
Monroe, J. W.
).•furpky, A. H.
Nestler, John.
Otey, Dr.
Otey, B.
Parrot, Artists.
Pryor, J. S.
Quisenberry, J.
Rives, S. 0.
Russel, Win.
Rust, G. W.
Shelton, Dr.
Simmons, Sephoun,
Thomas,
Thomas, I+. K.
Thomas, Dr.
Thompson, J. 'I*.
Tcmpson.. R.
Thompson, Hazard.
Thompson, Thomas,
Townsend, Pt NI
Walters, Lee.
Watford, J. B.
Watkins, J. T.
Whittemore, R. V.,*.
WE ARE ADDING MANY NEW CITY SUBSCRIBERS TO
OUR LIST. IF YOU CANT FIND THE OXIL YOU WANT
CALL CHIEF OPERATOR.
Peoples' Independent Telephone Co
Ask Your Grocer
For KB/1LS
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR
The Standard Flour of
The World.
Call Camp Yeiser Over
EAST TENNESSEt TERPHONE CO.
Exclusive Exchange Connection
independent Company's Exchange Connection
Discontinued.
GO TO • /
1-10,TEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER.
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
11:30 U.NTIL 2 P. U.
bINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 5thev, 12:30 to 2.
E. G., BOONE,
OENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPEC-
IMATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
'leer ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
' PHONE NO. 204.
I,
Yush
—Japane,
Liaoyan
Sian, 25,000.
Shaho— japans
69.201.
Forty-six s k rminhs
' coo; Russian, 7,000.
Skirmishes after Sha
ZOO:* Russian, 395.
Wiirchas ang--Japa nese
$00-
Heikuotai—Jac;aneoe,
sian, 10,000.
Skirmishes between Hrikautai
FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
herrill-Kussell Lumber Co.
'Phones 295.
INCORPOIRATIED.
Prompt Delivery. Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
5,,
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